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INTRODUCTION

decay it is felt that a consistent presentation and
discussion of the theoretical description of forbidden (:J
decay may be desirable.
The purpose of this paper is threefold: It attempts
to give a concise introduction to the theoretical treatment of forbidden (:J decay, it presents a review of the
pres:nt ~tatus
the theory of first-forbidden (:J decay,
and 1t tnes to g1ve a full discussion and explanation of
how nuclear (:J decay matrix elements can be obtained.
The paper consists of two parts. The first part deals
;vith the theoretical treatment of forbidden (:J decay. It
1s assumed that the interaction is purely vector and
axial vector, and that the two-component theory of
the neutrino holds. Invariance under time reversal is
an additional assumption used throughout the paper.
The first three sections are devoted to a presentation
of the methods and approximations used in the theoretical treatment of forbidden (:J decay. They contain
all the important steps in the derivation of the final
formulas, but give rather qualitative accounts of the
methods. They are supported by appendixes in which
all the formulas and their derivations are given. The
method followed in this part is the classical one [see,
e.g., (ALD 57)], although some of the appendixes
contain material somewhat new in presentation. We
hope that this splitting of the subject matter into
main part and appendixes may simplify the access to
the theory.
The second part is a review of recent theoretical
literature, with the main emphasis on ways to study
nuclear matrix elements.
Section 4 discusses the information available from
var~ous experimental investigations; particularly, derivatiOns from the ~ approximation are discussed because
these cases furnish especially useful information about
nuclear structure. Section 7 describes three examples
which are typical of first-forbidden (:J decay, and Sec. 8
demonstrates the variety of values the experimental
parameters can assume. These chapters are supported
by Appendix IV, where the more important formulas
for experimental investigations are given, together with
Tables III, IV, and VI, where the values for the
characteristic parameters are listed. Using this information, one can immediately write formulas for
spectrum shape, electron polarization, fJ-'Y correlation
functions including various polarization measurements,
and angular distribution of electrons and subsequently
emitted 'Y rays from oriented nuclei. The following
experiments have not been considered: Neutrino correlation (recoil) experiments, correlation experiments
where the polarization of both particles is measured,

(:J

the last few years study of the laws of decay has
I Nbeen
the object of many experimental and theo(:J

retical investigations. As a consequence, the form of
the nuclear (:J-decay interaction is now well-established.
We know that (:J decay violates parity conservation
completely, and can be written V-A for electron
(negaton) emission (TEN 58) .1
The fact that parity is not conserved has enlarged
the number of possible experiments on nuclear (3 decay:
The measurement of the correlation between the direction of the (:J particle and of the circular polarization of
photons emitted after the (:J decay, for example, has
become a new source of information. This increase in
number of experimental possibilities, together with our
knowledge of the interaction law, has given nuclear (:J
decay a new aspect: It can be applied to the study of
nuclear structure. In the same way in which we can
use knowledge of the electrodynamic interaction to
measure E1, M1 matrix elements, etc., we can use
knowledge of the (:J interaction in many cases to measure
the nuclear matrix elements involved in the transition.
For the case of allowed transitions, where there are
only two nuclear matrix elements J1 and JCT, this
scheme has been applied successfully in many cases.
Recently, a combination of measurements of half-life,
transition energy, spectrum shape factor, f:J-'Y angular
correlation and (:J-circularly polarized ')'-angular correlation has given a unique determination of the nuclear
parameters involved in the first-forbidden (:J decay of
Sb124 (HA 60, ST 60). Similarly, a study of the spectrum
of the first-forbidden (:J decay of Pr144 and its log-ft value
has yielded values for the two nuclear matrix elements
relevant for the transition (PO 59).
For allowed transitions, Konopinski (KON 59) has
recently given a summary of the present status of our
knowledge; no such account exists for forbidden (:J
decay. In many recent papers, various aspects of forbidden (:J decay have been discussed. Particularly, the
papers of Kotani [e.g., (KOT 59b)] have dealt with
the problems encountered in the investigation of nuclei
by studying first-forbidden (:J decay. However, access
to these papers can often be obtained only by studying
the classical papers on (:J decay, as, for example,
Konopinski (KON 41).
In the light of these developments and in view of
the fact that in various laboratories efforts are being
made to study nuclear matrix elements in first-forbidden
*The survey of the literature was closed on October 1, 1960.
t This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.
1 For these references, see Bibliography at the end of the article.
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triple correlations, and correlations whereby intermediate 'Y rays are not observed.
Preceding the Bibliography, a number of references
(called "general references") to papers which contain
formulas useful for the evaluation of experiments is
given. Our formulas do not include third-order forbidden terms, finite nuclear size, or screening
corrections.
The rest of the review sections gives a discussion of
approximations better than the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck
approximation (Appendix VI) of attempts to calculate
the nuclear matrix elements theoretically (Sec. 5), and
of the pseudoscalar interaction (Sec. 6). Although
nowhere else in the text is reference to this interaction
made, a discussion of the present evidence against its
existence is a necessary part of a paper on first-forbidden
fl decay. Except for Appendix VII, this paper does not
deal with K capture.
A recent review of the K capture process has been
published by Brysk and Rose (BR 58).
1. NUCLEAR MATRIX ELEMENTS

Since the discovery of parity nonconservation in fl
decay, the laws of fl decay have been clarified by
various experiments, and the form of the fJ decay
interaction is now well-established to be (KON 59
and references quoted therein)
Hfl= "'L,"'L,f [¥tJ*'Y4(i)'Y~<(i)(Cv- CA'Y5(i>)r;-lj.-;]
'

I'

where Hfl is the interaction density, lj.-; and lj.-1 are the
initial and final wave functions, Cv and CA the vectorand axial-vector-coupling constants with the values
(BA 60)
Cv= (1.415±0.004) X 10-49 erg cm3
CA/Cv= -1.19±0.04.

(1.2)

The index i refers to the nucleons building up the
initial and final wave functions. lj.-. and lj.-, are the wave
functions for electron and neutrino, respectively. The
'Y matrices are defined in Appendix VIII. The above
form of the interaction has the following meaning: The
"lepton current"

is a four vector, dependent on a space coordinate r.
The bracket only means that the scalar product with
respect to the spinor indices has to be taken. L"(r)
also depends on the magnetic quantum numbers of
electron and neutrino.
This "lepton current" interacts with the "baryon
current"
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and the form of the interaction is

L,jB~<(r) L~<(r)dr.
I'

If we compare this with the interaction of an electromagnetic current j"(r) with the electromagnetic field,
given by its vector potential A"(r), we see that this
interaction

L Jjll(r) A~<(r)dr
I'

has a' similarity to the f1-decay interaction: In each case
two four-vectors have a point interaction. It is, therefore, useful to consider first the approximations made in
the simpler case of 'Y radiation.
Here, the usual procedure consists in a multipole expansion of the vector potential of the radiation field,
which is suggested by the fact that the nuclear levels
can be characterized by their total spin J. It is justified
because a multipole of order L has a factor (kr)L in
the expansion, where k is the 'Y energy and r in the
interaction integral is limited by the spatial extension
of the current, that is, by the nuclear radius R. It
turns out that (kR)«l for nuclear 'Y transitions
so that only multipoles of lowest possible order have
to be considered.
Usually, keeping the lowest order terms amounts to
keeping two types of matrix elements, e.g., the Mland E2- matrix elements in the simplest case. One of
them (in our case, the Ml- matrix element) is of
order v/c in the nucleon velocities, compared to the
leading electric dipole term, the other one (in our case
the E2- matrix element) is of order kR compared to
the leading term, where R is the nuclear radius. It so
happens that vjc and kR are of the same order of
magnitude for many transitions and therefore in
many nuclei Ml- and E2- transitions have
comparable widths.
In nuclear {3 decay, we find exactly the analogous
situation, with a few modifications due to two facts:
L~< is not divergenceless and we have two types of
interaction-vector and axial vector-rather than one,
which increases the number of pertinent nuclear matrix
elements.
A~< is a divergenceless quantity with a gaugeinvariant interaction. This has the consequence that
there are no electromagnetic monopole transitions
(except by pair creation). (The photon always carries
spin one.) The same statement does not hold for L~<,
and the transitions corresponding to the electric monopole case are called allowed transitions in f1 decay. The
corresponding matrix elements are obtained by replacing the wavefunction of electron and neutrino by
one-this corresponds to replacing eikr by one in the
electromagnetic case-and taking the nonrelativistic
part of the interaction for the nucleus. Since in this
case we are. dealing with two interactions, we will be
left with two nuclear matrix elements: cv'Y4'Y1' is to be
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TABLE I. Allowed and first-forbidden nuclear matrix elc~e!lts
and their selection rules (K designates the rank of the transition
operator, when regarded as a tensor).

Matrix element

K

IH

Allowed Cvf1

0

0

CAfd

1

0, ±1 (no 0---+0)

+1
+1

0

0

-1

1

0, ±1 (no 0---+0)

-1

2

0, ±1, ±2 (no 0---+0,

-1

First
C A{YO
}
forbidden CAf (d·r/i)
Cvfri

C Jo:

)

C:f(dXr)
CAfiB;i

no 1->0, no 0->1)

replaced by Cv (that is, we drop the first three components of the current) and- CA'Y4'Y~-''Ys by iCAd (we drop
the fourth component of the current). We have to deal
with "Fermi transitions", characterized by the nuclear
matrix element C,J1, 2 and the selection rule !l.J = 0,
!l,7 = +1, and with "Gamow-Teller transitions," characterized by the nuclear matrix element CAf o, and the
selection rule !l.J=O, ±1 (no HO)!l.1r=+L
The first nonvanishing term in the multipole e~
pansion of A~-' is the dipole term. It has a m~tn.x
element which we can briefly denote by f r, and It IS
(neglecting the retardation) of order kR and obeys
the selection rule !l.J =0, ±1 (no ~0), !l.1r= -1. The
corresponding terms in the expansion of L~-' lead to the
matrix elements for first-forbidden {3 decay.
Inspection of Eq. (1) shows that there are many
more matrix elements than just the analog of the
E1- matrix element. Let us consider first the vector
interaction. It consists of two parts, o: and 1, if we take
the first three components of the current and the
fourth one separately. The latter is an allowed term
and contributed to the allowed transition. The former
is of order v/c in the nuclear coordinates, has t~e
selection rule !l.J=O ±1, (no 0~0), !l.7r=-1 and IS
therefore a first-forbidden term. By keeping terms of
order qr and kr in the lepton currents wher~ k and q
are electron and neutrino momentum respectively, ~he
matrix element with the operator 1 becomes Jr, which
obeys the selection rules for first-forbi.dden deca:y.
Keeping correspondingly terms of order r m the matnx
element f o: would lead to second-o~der-forbidden
matrix elements which we do not cons1der here. We
see that there ~re two first-forbidden nuclear matrix
elements originating from the vector interaction, f o:
and Jr.
2 It is customary to write the matrix elements for .nl!clear f3
decay as integrals over the transition operato~s, om1ttmg the
symbols for the initial- and final-sta~e ~avefl!nchons. A co~plete
definition of these matrix elements 1s gtven m the appendixes.

Correspondingly, the axial vector interacti.on co~1sists
of the two parts, d and 'Y•· The first term gives nse to
an allowed matrix element if one replaces the lepton
current by one. If one again keeps terms of order qr
and kr in the lepton current, this interaction gives rise
to the following three first-forbidden matrix elements:
fo·r, J[oXr], fBij=f[u;x;+x;O";-io;;(d·r)_J. Here,
B u.. is a symmetric tensor of second rank with trace
.
zero. This is a convenient form because the trace IS
already contained in f o·r. The matrix element h• is
already of first-forbidden type, being of order v/c.
The selection rules obeyed by the axial vector firstforbidden nuclear matrix elements are obvious: They
all have !l.1r=-1, and hs and fo·r have !l.J=O, the
operators being pseudoscalars, f[O"Xr] has !l.J=O, ±1
(no~), and B;; has !l.J=O, ±1, ±2, (no 0~, no
~1, no 1~0).
The first-forbidden {3 decay is, therefore, governed by
six matrix elements. They are summarized in Table I,
together with their selection rules.
.
Whereas in the case of an allowed decay, a simple
interpretation of the physical process is possible by
saying that neither electron nor neutrino carry aw_ay
any orbital angular momentum and that theu spms
are in a singlet or triplet state for Fermi and GamowTeller interaction, respectively, this is no longer easily
possible for forbidden transitions. One can, however,
make the following remarks:
The lepton interaction connected with the ma~rix
elements f o: and f'¥5 differs from the correspondmg
interaction for the allowed matrix elements f d and fl
only in that it contains a multiplying factor 'Y5· [0~e
have in both cases, taken the terms of order (kr) m
the ~xpansion of the lepton wave functions.] Si?ce,
however L~-' contains also a factor ( 1+'Ys), and smce
'Yd 1+;6)
1+'Y6), Lp. is invarian~ against .this
substitution. That is to say, the physical expresswns
involving f o: and f'¥6 can be obtained by taking the
corresponding expressions for allowed {3 decay, and making the replacements C,Jl~- CAf'¥5, CAf d~- Cvf o:.
Particularly, the simple interpretation described above
for the allowed case applies also here.
In the case of the other four matrix elements, such a
simple interpretation is not possible. In all of th~;se
cases, one may say that either electron or neutnno
carries away one unit of orbital angular momentum,
the other particle travelling away in an s state. This
statement is fallacious, however, because both electron
and neutrino are relativistic particles, their "small"
component having opposite parity to the "large" component for each eigenstate of j, the total angular
momentum. Therefore, a description in terms of eigenstates of j is more appropriate, and this is the way the
calculation is actually done. However, one then leaves
the ground of simple pictures of what is _happening:
It is the objective of this report to denve expresswns
for various measurable quantities as bilinear functions
of the six matrix elements given in Table I. This task

=(
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is more complicated than in the case of electrodynamics because of the following reasons:
In an expression involving the matrix elements I 'Y5
and I a, which are of order v/c, the lepton current may
be treated in the "allowed" approximation, i.e., electron
and neutrino wave functions may be replaced by their
values for r---70. This does not hold for expressions involving the other four matrix elements, where the next
term in the expansion of either the electron or the
neutrino wave functions has to be taken. Therefore,
the energy dependence of the resulting expressions is
not homogeneous. (This energy dependence comes
mainly from the electron and neutrino wave functions
and their power-series expansions.)
The fact that electron and neutrino, two relativistic
particles, constitute the lepton current which we want
to expand in multipoles is another source of difficulties.
We are not dealing with the wave function of one
particle as in the electrodynamic case. Instead, the
current is a rather complex algebraic expression in the
two wave functions.
The third major difficulty arises from the fact that
the electron is a charged particle and moves in the
Coulomb field of the nucleus. This has a great bearing
on the first-forbidden {3 decay, as we see below, since
the Coulomb interaction at the nuclear radius is of the
order of a few Mev, and therefore of the same order or
larger than the maximum energy of the {3's. The
distortion of the electron (or positron) wave function
is appreciable, and in many cases more important than
the next term of order kr or qr in the power-series
expansion of these functions.
Summarizing we see that the various "forbidden"
matrix elements in {3 decay occur by expanding the
lepton current L,. into its multipoles, and by taking
into account of the nuclear matrix elements of order v/c
in the appropriate manner. Generally speaking, the nthforbidden {3 decay (n> 1) is characterized by matrix
elements of two types:

JYnrnxG}dr, JYn-lrn-lt~}dr,
where Y n is the nth spherical harmonic, and by the
selection rules l!.J= ±n, ±(n+1); l!.1r= (- )n.
2. PARTICLE PARAMETERS

The actual derivation of the density matrix and the
various measurable quantities as functions of the six
matrix elements and the energy and momentum of
electron and neutrino are given in Appendixes III and
IV; in this chapter we give a brief outline of the procedure and the results in order to allow the reader to
become familiar with the subject without going through
the algebra.
The lepton current L,. involves the relativistic wave
functions for electron and neutrino; it must be the first
task to write these functions properly. These continuum
functions are the analogs to a plane wave in the case

of a nonrelativistic particle of spin zero. Similar to the
Rayleigh expansion of a plane wave, which is an expansion in eigenfunctions of the orbital angular momentum of the particle, they are given as a sum of
eigenfunctions of the operator Kop, which specifies the
total spinj and the parity 1r of the state. In Appendix I,
we repeat briefly the derivation of these eigenfunctions,
which are solutions to the field-free case for the neutrino
and to the Coulomb-field case for the electron. The
complete wave functions are given in Appendix III in
terms of the definitions used in Appendix I. The
eigenvalues of the operator Kop are all integers K except
zero, and are related to the total spin by
(2.1)

and to the angular momentum of the "larger component" by
K>O:K=l

K<O:K= -l-1.

(2.2)

To each eigenfunction to Kop, there belong two radial
functions/. and g., the "large" and "small" radial wave
functions, which are simple Bessel functions in the case
of the neutrino, and more complicated expressions for
the case of the Coulomb field. They are given in
Appendix I.
As a next step we confine attention to a particular
coordinate system and decompose the expressions for
L"' and B,. losing, of course, the apparent relativistic invariance of the theory. In this coordinate system (which
we still can specify), the interaction density has the
form (here and in the following we suppress the
summation over the nucleons i with the understanding
that in all our expressions this sum has to be carried
along):
M~= I[l/1,*( Cv- CA'Y5)r-1/1>][1/l. *(1 +'Y5)1/i.]dr

- I[l/I,*(Cv-CA'Y6) ar-1/1,][1/i.*a(1+'Y6)1/i.]dr
+ herm. conj.

(2.3)

We rewrite this in the form,
M~= Idnfdr2[1/lr*( Cv- CA'Y6)r-1/i;J=r,

• [1/1. *(1 +'Y5)1/i.J=r,o(rl-r2) + • • ·,

(2.4)

and use the expansion
o(rl-r2) = (rlr2)-1o(rl-r2) L(- )L+M
L,M
•[iLYLM(ro1) (iLYL-M(r02)],

(2.5)

where ro•=r;/r;. The use of this expansion has the advantage that we can carry through the integration
over the angles in the lepton current separately.
Clearly, for first-forbidden transitions only the terms
with L=0,1 contribute, as one sees by looking at
Table 1. The remaining radial integration involves the
nuclear wave functions and the radial wave functions
of electron and neutrino.
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TABLE II. Expressions for the tl-decay rnultipole operators in cartesian coordinates, for vector- and axial-vector interaction and allowed and first-forbidden transitions. The first column gives the reduced matrix element of the multipole operator, the second column
·
its equivalent in cartesian coordinates, based on the definition (E. 3).

Allowed case

[2J;+1Ji(Jtll CvToooT-11 J;)
[2h+lJ-I(J, 11 cA'YoTIO,T-11 J,)

First-forbidden case

[2J;+1J--I(J,II CA'YuToooT-11 J;)

[411"]-lCAf'Y•

[2h+(!l(J,II CvTuUT-11 J;)

[3/4-n-]ICvfi(r/r)

[2J;+1J1(J,II CvT1otT-ii J;)

[471"JiCvfa•

[2J;+1J--I(J,II C..mTonT-11 J;)

[4-n-jiC Af[d(t/r) ]i-1

[2J;+1J--I(Jt

II CA'YoTmr-11 J;)

[2h+1Ji(J,II cA'YaT2uT-11 h)

[3/8~~"]iCAf[dX

(r/r) Jb

[3/2]o[B!I"JiCAfiB;;/r •

a This differs from the corresponding entry in the table of Alder, Stech, and Winther (ALD 57) because our a is by definition equal to minus the a of these
authors.
b This differs from the corresponding entry in the table of Alder, Steeb, and Winther (ALD 57) because of the reversed order of angular momentum coupling in
· their .PAL and our T Klir·
0 Here,fiBiifr=J (ijr)(u;x;+u;x;-jO;J(dt) [see e.g., (KON 41)].

In the lepton as well as in the baryon currents the
spherical harmonics coming from the expansion of the
delta-function in (2.5) combine with the operators 1
or a in (2.3) and (2.4) to "irreducible tensors"
(2.6)

The expressions derived this way can be written as a
product of one or two F coefficients with one B coefficient, a typical case being the angular distribution of
electrons from oriented nuclei, which is given by
A (8.)

= 1611' L hJ( J ;) (- )K+K'+JF }·J
KKIJ

and

· (K, K'; J 11 J;)B/· 0 (K, K'; Jh J;)PJ 0 (8.),
Having rewritten the interaction in terms of these irreducible tensors, it is easy to apply the Wigner-Eckart
theorem and express all measurable quantities in
terms of the reduced matrix elements of these irreducible
tensors and geometrical coefficients. (Appendixes III
and IV.)
The next step consists in setting up the "density
matrix" of the interaction. We take the matrix element
of HfJ between lepton and baryon states of specified
magnetic quantum number and denote it by
(J11 mpme I Hp I J ;, m;m, ).

The density matrix is defined by

= (Jt. mpmel HfJ I J;, mnm.)
(Jh mp'm.' I HfJ I J;, mn'm.')*

(2.8)

where
are the magnetic quantum numbers of
the final, mn and mn' the magnetic quantum numbers
of the initial state, and m., m.' and m., m/ refer to
electron and neutrino, respectively. Since we are not
going to consider recoil experiments we sum over
m,=m.' and integrate over all directions of the neutrino.
From the resulting expression, we can calculate
formulas for the spectrum, the electron polarization
from unoriented nuclei, the 13-'Y angular correlation
functions, etc. The procedure involves Racah techniques.
m 11, mp1

where hJ( J ;) specifies the initial polarization, and e. is
the angle between the direction of polarization and the
direction of the electron. In these expressions,
FJu,t(K, K'; J" J;) is a purely geometrical quantity;
its index J is usually connected with the angular
distribution observed in the sense that with F J there
comes a factor P J, where P J is the Legendre polynominal of degree J. J 1 and J; denote the final and
initial nuclear spin in the {3 decay, K and K' are numbers which we discuss below in connection with the
B's, and u and t specify whether one observes-directly
or indirectly-polarization or alignment of the initial
and final nucleus: For polarized initial nuclei, t takes
all values between 0 and J, for unpolarized initial
nuclei it is zero; and if one observes polarization or
alignment of the final nucleus by looking at the angular
distribution or circular polarization of subsequently
emitted "' radiation, u runs from 0 to J, otherwise it is
zero.
Whereas the quantities F are purely geometrical in
character, the quantities B contain the dynamical information about the decay. BJ'-' 111 depends on J, u',
and t'. J has the same significance as in F. t' is zero if
one does not measure the electron polarization, and
one if it is measured. u' is an independent number if
one does measure the electron polarization in coincidence with a subsequent radiation, otherwise it is zero
or J. The quantities B are often referred to as the
particle parameters, because they are bilinear forms in
both the nuclear and lepton reduced matrix elements
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TABLE

III. Values for the particle parameters bJu,t(K, K 1 ; J;, J1) for some cases of interest.

We introduce the following definitions:

and obtain for the parameters bJJ,D(K, K 1 ; Jh J;) :•
J

K

K'

0

0

0

0

1

-[ qRGcA{jd~r)2 -Cv{J:7)-~(;)cACv j ajd~r-VJCv2j aJ:r]Re(M

1_ 1)

+[~cA{jd~rY-~CACv j!fjd~r +6Cv{J:ry}~-2-2

+[ (qR){~cA{jo~r)2 +Cv{J:r))-;qR( CACv~G)J ajo~r -VJCv2j aJ:r)]L

1_ 1

0

2

2

1

0

1

1 fo•rjir]
-.-+-CACv
-.- - Re(Mu)

1 jdXrfd·r
+[-CA
2

--

y6

r

~r

~r

v'J

r

j(o·r)jir
1
j Jir-+-CA
1
j joxr
1
jd·rj
2
+[ -qRCACv
-.- -+-CACv
--+-CACv
-.-zr a]Re(L,_,)
3v'J
r VJ
r v6
r
3
2
j(d·r)jir
1
jdXrj(d·r))+-CACv
2
j jir 1 j joXr]
+ [ qR( -CACv
-.- ----CA
3v'J
3.. j6
3VJ
3y6
jdXrf(d•r))
+ (qR) -CACv jo•rjir
-.----CA
9VJ
zr r 9...J6
r
~r

[

2(

1

2 'Ys

'Ys

~r

2 --

r

r

1

2

--

--.~r

-.-

~r

'Y6

----

r

'Y6

--

r
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Table III (continud)
J

K

1

1

[-~cA{~~~rY-~CACv~~~r) J:.r
+[ (qR)( -~cA{Jo~~·+~cv{JJ)+~{:)cACvjd~rj ~+~Cv'J:rJ ~]Re(L,_,)
+[ -~cA{/0 ~7+~CACv fo~r+2Cv'(t:)
-cv{J:7JRe(Mu)

t:

JoXrj
--CACv
v'6
1

r

1

2
~+-Cv'

VJ

2

]Re(M,_z)

Jirj
- ]Re(Lt-2)
~

r

2

+[ (qR)G~G)cAjo~r -~~G)cvt: )-~~G)cv j ~

]Re(L,_z)

+[~~G)cAJo~r -~~C:)cvJ:rJRe(M_~2)

+[
2

2

0

2

(qR){-

2~~G)cAJo~r+~~G)cvJ:r) ]Re(M-t-t)}
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Table III (continued)
J

K

2

1

1

+~(;)cACvfo~r f a-2VJCv'f:r fa ]Re(M-1-2)

+[ -~CA2(f~~7+~C 4 Cvfo~rf:r -3Cv{f:7JRe(L~2)
2

1

2

3
foxr
3
fir]
CA f B, --CA
--+--Cv
- Re(Ll-2)
2v5
v10
1{[

ir

r

r

3
foxr
3
fir]
+ [ --CA
-----Cv
- Re(L2-2) }

4v5

2

2

3

3

2

r

(fiB;r-)2
-CA
160
63

2

1

v10

r

Re(L~2)

2

2

2

of the irreducible tensor operators TKL"f, and this fact
is denoted by their dependence on K and K'. The
occurrence of particular particle parameters in particular expressions allows a simple interpretation in
terms of coupling schemes which we discuss below.
It is obvious from .the formulas given in Appendix
IV that the knowledge of the quantities F and B
enables one to calculate all the measurable quantities.
The numbers F have been given in the literature, our
definition of the F's is related to the usual one (ALD 57)
in the following way:
FJo,J(K, K'; Jt. J;) =FJ(K, K'; Jh J;),

where FJ(K, K'; Jh J;) is defined and tabulated in
references (ALD 57, FE 55). Furthermore, we have
the relation
FJJ,O(K, K'; J" J;)

= (- )K+K'FJO,J(K, K'; J;, J,)

Therefore, all the quantities F occurring in the expressions in Appendix IV are given in the literature
except the quantities FoJ,J(K, K'; J" Ji), for which
we give a separate table.
The explicit calculation of the particle parameters B
is given in Appendixes V and VI and proceeds as
follows (Appendix V): It is a straightforward pro-
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IV. Values for the functions Lvv, and M vv, in Konopinski-Uhlenbeck approximation [compare (BI 58b)].

We define 11=ZW<>/k;

~=Za/2R;

F(Z, W) =Fermi function; R=nuclear radius

(m-1)!(n-1)!
Smn=------(1-i'l[>/'!(m) -,p,(n)Jl;
(2m)! (2n)!

r'(m)

1/'1 (m) =--form, n positive integer.
l'(m)

Then, if m and n are positive integers,

Lmn = SmnF (Z, W) (2kR) zcmJ+ zcnl

{~ +(~+-~)~+
k2

2m+l

2n+l W

mn
(2m+l) (2n+1)

+:iza(m-n)[_i~+(--1--+--1-)~w+
2 Wk
Lm-n=L-nm*=SmnF(Z, W) (2kR)

Lm-n= SmnF(Z, W) (2kR)

Mmn= SmnF(Z, W) (2kR)

l(m)+l(n) [

mn

(2m+l)n

(2n+l)m

)J

W'+l
]}
(2m+l) (2n+l)

~
2mn
Za(m-n
m-n p2
2n 1
2n-+--+i- - - H - - - - - - W 2m+l
k
m
2m+1 W 2m+1 W

l(-m)+l(-n{ 4mn+2i

: k2 (m-n)

J

l(m)+l(n)_l_{~+(~-+~-)~JV
kW

jlfm-n=lYf_,m*= SmnF(Z, W) (2kR)

2m+1

2n+1

l(m)+l(-n)[2n~+
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Zmn

~+iZ<>(m-n)(~-+-1-)]

2m+1 W

mW 2m+l

M-m-n= SmnF(Z, W) (2kR) l(-m)j-z(-nl[4(mnk/W) +2iZ<>(m-n)]

cedure to evaluate the reduced lepton matrix clements
and write them in terms of the functions j., g•. Evaluation of the geometrical factors entering into the definition of the B yields B as a bilinear form in integrals
over the nucleon coordinates, involving an integration
over the functions j.(r), g.(r). The resulting expressions forB are listed in Table III. Here use has been
made of the fact, that the reduced matrix elements of
the tensor operators TKL-y arc simply connected to the
six nuclear matrix elements listed in Table I. The
connection between these two sets of matrix elements
is given in Table II.
Since the dependence on energy of all our expressions
is contained in the B's, it is desirable to display this
dependence on electron and neutrino energy and
momentum explicitly. Therefore, one further step is
necessary: One must make a series expansion in powers
of r of the functions f. and g., which contain the energy
dependence. This is described in detail in Appendix
VI, together with corrections to these expansions which
arc valid for point nuclei. These corrections are due to
the finite nuclear size and screening.
The results are collected in Table IV. This table
gives all the information needed to calculate measurable
quantities in terms of the nuclear matrix elements.

Questions ansmg in the case f3+ emission are treated
separately in Appendix VIJ.3
For an interpretation of the particle parameter B, it
is useful to realize the following angular momentum
coupling rules. They may simplify the understanding
of the formulas for the spectrum, etc. K and K', denote
the multipolarity of the two operators, the reduced
matrix elements of which are contained in B. K and K'
have to couple to J. Therefore, the maximum possible
1 is J max~ 2Kmax, and a glance at Table I shows that
lmax~2 for allowed, ~4 for first-forbidden decay. The
definition of the B's in ( C 9a), however, also shows
that if j. is the total angular momentum carried away
by the electron, and j. the same quantity for the
neutrino, that
fmax~2j•.

The first of these relations is obvious, because the two
leptons have to carry away the total angular momentum
K in the nuclear transition; the second one is a consc3 Since experiments on K capture generally do not yield the
information on nuclear structure in which we are interested, the
appendixes of this paper do not contain formulas for K capture,
except for Appendix VII. We refer the reader to the review article
by Brysk and Rose (BR 58).
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quence of the first and the fact that K and K' couple
to J. Since in allowed transitions j. is limited to!, we
obtain J::::;; 1 and have, in fact, only to deal with the
values J = 0, 1. Similarly in. first-forbidden transitions
we have j.:::;!, and therefore J:::;3, which has the
consequence that J =4 terms do not occur in first, but
only in second- and higher-forbidden transitions.
It is now quite obvious which particle parameters are
to be expected in the different expressions. In the
spectrum shape factor, for example, we have no preferred direction and hence only J = 0 is possible. Therefore, only such values of K and K' will occur that
couple to zero; that is, we will have K = K'. This determines the possible interference terms of nuclear
matrix elements that enter into this expression: Only
terms of the same multipolarity will interfer. Similarly,
for the observation of the P-circularly polarized ')'angular correlation, J must be odd (because of parity
conservation in the 'Y transition) and has, therefore,
the value 1 in allowed and the values 1 and 3 in firstforbidden transitions. K and K' must, in an allowed
transition, couple to 1, and therefore we have two types
of terms: Interference between Fermi- and GamowTeller matrix elements (K=O, K'=1), and the square
of the Gamow-Teller matrix element (K=1=K').
One can carry through a similar discussion for all
cases and in each case see how the formulas can be
easily interpreted.
3.

~APPROXIMATION

AND UNIQUE-FORBIDDEN
TRANSITION
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which are of order vjc are treated like allowed matrix
elements as far as the lepton current is concerned, i.e.,
electron and neutrino wave function are treated in the
limit r~o, the ~ approximation has relevance only for
the other four matrix elements. These other matrix
elements are associated with factors ~. or q, or k, and
only the first factor is being kept.
Since the ~ approximation applies to many firstforbidden Pdecays, and since it has the rather surprising
consequence that in this approximation the energy and
angle dependence of all quantities is the same as in the
allowed case, it might be worth while to elucidate this
result somewhat by looking at its causes.
A complete proof, showing that the forementioned
statement holds provided that one does not measure
the neutrino, is given in Appendix II. Here, we give a
brief argument which makes this statement plausible
and shows the nature of the~ approximation.
The assumption ~»q, k implies that we have to
replace the neutrino wave function by 1, as in the
allowed case. For the electron wave function, we
compare with the allowed case-in the allowed case we
had to keep the lowest order terms, that is according
to Appendix I:
t/li'= (47r)i

• {exp( -ill_t)J-t+(- )~<+!'Y5gt exp( -illt) )<f>_1 <Il~<,
(3.1)

Here <1>-1 has the angular momentum zero, spin!, and
there are two such contributions: exp( -ill_1)j_1 for
the "large" component of the j=!, l=O state, and
exp(-illt)gt from the "small" component of thej=!,
l= 1 state. (Small and large components of a Dirac
wave function always have opposite parity!)
In the forbidden case, we have (for the four matrix
elements in question to which the ~ approximation is
applicable) to keep the part of the electron wave function that contains r in order to get the corresponding
matrix elements. From Appendix I, we infer that this
part is given by

As can be seen from Table IV, the general expression
for any measurable quantity is quite a complicated
function of the neutrino- and electron momenta and
energies. There are, however, two limiting cases in
which these expressions become fairly simple-the ~
approximation and the unique-forbidden transitions.
The ~ approximation is obtained from the formulas
in Table IV by making the assumption aZ/ R»Wo,
where Wo is the maximum total energy of the P's, and
has its name from the fact that aZ/2R=~ is a common
abbreviation in P-decay theory. In other words, we
t/li'~( 47r )l{ e-i<l~[t( _ )~<+!-'Y6g_1 e-i<l-t)<t>1 <IJ~<
assume that the Coulomb energy of the electron at the
nuclear radius is larger than its total energy, or that the
(3.2)
distortions due to Coulomb forces in the wave function
of the electron are much more important than the next
term in the expansion of the plane wave, which is of
order kr. For many decays, this is a reasonable approxi- The wave functions with index ±1 come from j=!
mation, and implies that terms of order aZ are kept, states as before, the wave functions with index ±2
fromj=i- states. From Appendix I, it also follows that
whereas terms of order qR or kR are to be dropped.
As a consequence all first-forbidden quantities have with r~O [neglecting terms of order (Za) 2 and higher]
the same energy and angle dependence as allowed ones.
e-i.l-':1-t, e-i<l 1gt=? const
)
A more precise formulation of the underlying approximation is that the product of~ with the particular linear
e- 1<l-:f_2, e-i<l 2g2=? cons.t• (kr)
(3.3)
combination of matrix elements associated with ~ is
large compared to the product of k or q with its pare-i"'':ft, e-il'l-tg_1=? const· (Za)
ticular linear combination of matrix elements. Since, as
pointed out in Sec. 1, the nucleon matrix elements where the constants are numbers independent of Za
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and r; and different from zero for W rL.l, where W is
the total electron energy.
By using the forms of <:f>-r< 1l" and ¢ 1<1JJJ. given in
Appendix II, the part of the electron wave function
essential for the allowed decay is given by
(3.4a)
and for the first-forbidden decay

in~

approximation by

1/;l'= constX (- )MHi(l-!3) (dro) (dko)Xt'"' (aZ)

(3.4b)
where ro=r/r, ko=k/k. The r 0 in (3.4b) is the relevant
quantity which enters the nuclear matrix element, the
usual method being that one writes r instead or r 0
and at the same time replaces (aZ) by aZ/ R= 2~,
where R = nuclear radius. This procedure is in line
with the treatment of the nuclear matrix elements in
the general case (see Appendix VI).
Equation (3.4) shows which part of the electron wave
function is being kept in ~ approximation, and at the
same time makes it plausible that the energy dependence of the resulting expressions is the same one
as in the allowed case. Details are given in Appendix

II.
As shown there, we obtain the expressions for
spectrum shape factor, fl-y angular correlation, etc.,
from the allowed case by making the following substitutions for the allowed matrix elements:

In many ways the opposite extreme to the~ approximation is the "unique forbidden" case, where !:iJ = 2,
!:11r= -1, so that only the matrix element B;; contributes. Since this is the only unknown quantity in
such a decay, both energy and angular dependence of
all the measurable quantities are uniquely determined.
Particularly, the spectrum does not have allowed form,
since we have just seen that Bii must be accompanied
by a factor k or q, so that the statistical factor is not
the only energy dependent quantity which determines
tbe spectrum as in the case of the~ approximation and
allowed transitions.
All the formulas in Table IV can be easily specified
to the case of either the ~approximation or the uniqueforbidden decay, by neglecting terms of order k and q
or eliminating all matrix elements besides B ih
respectively.
The considerations of this paragraph have the following important consequence: If the ~ approximation
holds exactly, then all the measurable quantities will
have the same behavior as in the allowed case, and will
depend only on the ratio of two linear combinations of
nuclear matrix elements which occur in (3.5). A
measurement of the (3 circularly polarized y-angular
correlation gives, for example, this ratio. This number
together with the log ft which determines the absolute
value of the two linear combinations in (3.5), is all we
can ever measure in ~ approximation and is, in fact, not
enough information to determine the nuclear matrix
clements uniquely. From the point of view of the
nuclear physicist, we therefore have to concentrate on
those first-forbidden transitions which show deviations
from the ~ approximation.

(3.5)

4. DISCUSSION OF THE MEASURABLE QUANTITIES,
SELECTION RULES, AND CANCELLATIONS

This is very simple to understand: The scalar
matrix element Cvfl will have to be replaced by a
linear combination of scalar matrix elements, CAf'Y&
and CAJ(d·r)i-1 • The factor in front of CAh» must be
a number independent of ~ (it turns out to be one)
since this is a relativistic matrix element, the factor in
front of CAJi-1 (d·r) must be of order~. since this is a
nonrelativistic matrix element in the nucleons. Similarly, we can argue for the case of the vector matrix
element f d. The actual form of the linear combination
has, of course, to be worked out in each of the two cases
and turns out to be the one given above.
Incidentally, however, it becomes clear why the
matrix element B;i does not contribute to the~ approximation. For the matrix element B;j to occur, electron
and neutrino together must carry away at least two
units of angular momentum. (Bij has the selection rule
!:iJ = 2.) Therefore, since the ~ approximation assumes
the neutrino to be in a St state, the electron must at
least be in a p1 state. However, from (3.3) it is evident
that this state does not contribute to the ~
approximation.

As pointed out in Sec. 3, we can hope to obtain information about the nuclear matrix elements only in the
case that the ~ approximation fails. We expect this to
happen under several different circumstances:
(1) For light nuclei, where the transition energies
are generally large and Z small so that not necessarily
is ~»Wo.
(2) In case that the particular linear combination
of matrix elements which is multiplied with the leading
term in the ~ approximation happens to be small, i.e.,
if the matrix elements cancel each other.
(3) If the matrix elements in front of the leading
term all by themselves are very small, because an
intrinsic nuclear selection rule (which goes beyond the
simple selection rule for the total spin) inhibits the
matrix element. Such a rule could be derived from the
shell, or collective model. In such a case, it may turn
out that the matrix element B;i plays an important
role, and we expect significant changes in the energyand angular dependence of various measurable
quantities.
The causes discussed in (1) and (2) have essentially
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the same effect: The leading term in the~ approximation
is not the only one to consider; we have to take into
account the next term, but the B ;; terms are still
small. In these two cases, which we consider together,
we talk about a "cancellation effect" (KOT 59b). On
the other hand, we describe the phenomenon discussed
under (3) as the "selection rule effect."
In the following, we discuss how the matrix elements
enter into the various expressions, how deviations from
the ~-approximation such as discussed above influence
those expressions, and how selection rules of the type
(3) occur in nuclei.

C. Longitudinal Polarization of the Electrons
In ~ approximation, this polarization turns out to be
given by T-v/c, as in the allowed case where the plus
or minus sign is determined by the charge of the {3
particle. In case the selection rule effect holds, we would
still expect the polarization to be given by this expression because also in B;; approximation it is T-v/c.
For the cancelation effect, which presumably is responsible for the peculiar Ra E decay (see, e.g., GE
59a, GE 59b), we expect a deviation from the T-v/ c
rule, which has indeed been found experimentally (BU
58a, Bu 58b, WE 58).

A. Spectrum of the {3 Particles

D. Electron Distribution from Oriented Nuclei

As shown in Appendix II, in ~ approximation, the
spectrum has the allowed form, i.e., it is determined by
the phase-space factors of the leptons. In general, the
shape correction factor-that is, the spectrum divided
by the phase-space factor-has the following form
(Konopinski-Uhlenbeck approximation):

For first-forbidden transitions, this distribution
function has the form

C(W) =k(1+aW+bW-1+cW2 ).

(4.1)

Here, a, b, and c vanish in the ~ approximation. In
fact, k is of order ~2 , ak and bk are of order ~. and ck is
of order4 If. a and b are independent of W. If the
cancellation effect is predominant, we should therefore
expect a and b to play a significant role, whereas for
the selection rule effect, cis the most important quantity
(it contains terms of order B;f).
In practice, a good analysis of the spectrum turns
out to be very difficult. In particular, one often deals
with complex spectra where there are less energetic
decays occurring to one or more higher excited levels
so that one cannot measure the spectrum very precisely
except in the vicinity of the end point energy. Also, an
inspection of (4.1) shows that over a small range of
energies it is extremely hard to obtain good values for
a, b, and c from an analysis of the experimental data,
even if they have small errors, because the effects of
a, b, and c partly tend to cancel each other so that one
can construct a fairly straight line for C(W) even for
relatively large values of a, b, and c. Au198 (SI 58, SI 60,
ST 60b) is a good example of this behavior.
It is also interesting that a unique-forbidden shape
factor is not necessarily an indication for an unique
forbidden transition, as was pointed out by Kotani
(KOT 59b).
B. Log ft Value
This number may give some indication as to whether
we have a deviation from the~ approximation: Whereas
for the case of the ~ approximation the log ft values
group around 6.0, significantly larger values may hint
on a deviation.
4 This symbol k should not be confused with the electron momentum k as used in the previous section.

W(8) =a+bP1 (cos8) +cP2(cos8) +dPa(cos8).

(4.2)

a and b are of order ~2 , but involve also terms of order
~ 1 and ~ 0 • c is of order ~ 1 and contains terms of order
~ 0 , and d comes solely from the B;; approximation and
is of order ~0 Xp3JW. In the~ approximation, one should
therefore expect only a and b to be present. If a selection
rule effect occurs, then one should look for terms in
cos28 and cos38 (if these terms are possibly existent,
which still depends on the nuclear spins involved in
the transition, the coefficients b, c, and d depend also
on geometrical factors), whereas a cancellation effect
should only give terms up to order cos28. If a precise
measurement of this angular distribution as a function
of electron energy could be performed, it would yield
much information about nuclear matrix elements. On
the other hand, the information obtainable with this
experiment is equivalent to the information which we
obtain using the {3-y angular correlation and circular
polarization correlation function.

E. Electron-Gamma Correlation Functions
The {3-y angular correlation function has the form
W 1 (8py) =

1+~:P2(cos8py),

(4.3)

where ~: contains a factor p2/W and is of order ~-1 •
Therefore, the angular correlation is isotropic in ~
approximation, and a measurement of W which yields
a nonzero e is a strong indication of a failure of the ~
approximation.
Except for geometrical coefficients, ~: in Eq. (4.3) is
equal to c/a in Eq. (4.2). It has the following form:

k

p2

e= C(W) W(R+e·W),

( 4.4)

where R is of order ~ 1 , and e is of order ~ 0 • In the B,-1
approximation, e is negative and has a unique energy
dependence. However, fairly small deviations from a
pure B;; approximation may change e considerably, so
that it may have either positive or negative values. It
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may also be negative in the case of the cancellation
effect. In view of the complicated energy dependence
of E, (R and e are energy independent) ,5 a measurement of E alone will not suffice to give enough information about the nuclear matrix elements, unless it is
accompanied by a measurement of the 13-'Y-circular
polarization correlation function. This has the following
form:
Wz(Otl 7 i r) =w·r·cos0fl7 ' (p/W),
( 4.5)

+

where r = 1 for right-, r = -1 for left-handed circularly polarized light, and w is of the form:
w=-k- f+gW+hW 2+lp2P2(0tl'Y)
C(W)
W1(8tl'Y)

( 4.6)

Since we have discussed k, C(W), and W1(8tl7 )
before, we only need to consider j, g, h, and l as functions of ~; f is of order ~ 2 , g of order ~, and h and l are
of order ~0 . In the ~ approximation w is, therefore,
constant with respect to both angle and energy. In
allowed transitions, a determination of w measures the
ratio of Fermi and Gamow-Teller matrix clement.
Similarly, in forbidden transitions with ~ approximation, a measurement of w determines the ratio of two
linear combinations of forbidden matrix elements, the
one which, according to Sec. 3 and Appendix II
replaces J1, and the one which replacesf din the formulas
for allowed transitions. Since J1 is replaced by a certain
linear combination of matrix elements of scalar operators (AJ = 0), and similarly Jd by a certain combination
of matrix elements of vector operators (AJ = ± 1, 0)
for forbidden transitions with AJ = ± 1, w has the value
it is expected to have in allowed transitions for f1 = 0,
namely ±t, where the sign is equal to the charge of
the emitted !1 particle.
In case of the cancellation effect, we expect mainly g
to come into play, whereas in case of the B;i approximation h and l are important. Therefore, for the selection
rule effect we should expect w to have a stronger
angular dependence than in the cancellation effect. On
the other hand, Kotani (KOT 59b) has pointed out
that it depends on the spin change of the transition and,
therefore, on the geometrical factors entering into g,
h, and l, and the combination of matrix elements
possibly contributing to them, whether w for either
cancellation or selection rule effect depends more
strongly on angle or energy.

F. Longitudinally Polarized 11-'Y Angular Correlation
Function
In coincidence with the 'Y ray, the longitudinal
polarization of the 13's becomes angular dependent and
has the form
( 4.7)

Here, a contains terms of order
5

e and ~ , the first of
0

This statement holds true except for Coulomb corrections.

which is essentially given by (W/p2 )€ in Eq. (4.4).
The term P1ong(Ol is the expression for the longitudinal
polarization without measuring the 'Y ray; it turns out,
that the term aPz(cos Ofl7 ), (where a itself is angular
dependent) changes the polarization in the most cases
presumably only by a few per cent.

G. Transversely Polarized 11-'Y Angular Correlation
Function
This function, measured either in or perpendicular
to the 11-'Y plane, provides more information than the
longitudinal polarization, because it is zero in both the
~ and the B;j approximation. However, the degree of
polarization to be expected is for most cases not very
large, in units of v/ c it will seldom amount to more
than 10 or 20%.
5. THEORETICAL ESTIMATES OF THE NUCLEAR
MATRIX ELEMENTS; SELECTION RULES AS
CONSEQUENCES OF VARIOUS NUCLEAR MODELS

Two different approaches have been made in order
to estimate the values of the six nuclear matrix elements
occurring in the first-forbidden !1 decay. Some authors
(e.g., AH 52a, AH 52b; AH 53, PU 51, and PE 53)
establish relations between nuclear matrix elements as
a consequence of commutation laws with the nuclear
Hamiltonian. Another line of thought (AH 52a, HE
54, KON 54, RO 54a, RO 54b) tries to reduce the
matrix elements to their nonrelativistic form, and then
applies a nuclear model in order to evaluate them. In
this approach, from nuclear models we obtain selection
rules more specific than the general selection rules
deduced from the behavior of the operators under
rotation and the parity operation.
In the first approach, one tries to find a relation
between matrix elements with the same transformation
properties; that is, one tries to calculate the constants
A and B in the relations

fa=Afir
(5.1)

h6=BJi-1 (d·r).
Relations of this form must obviously hold for these
four matrix elements. Values of A and B are derived
in the following way.
The total nuclear Hamiltonian has the three parts

where Hnirac(i) is the free particle Dirac-Hamiltonian
for particle i, Hcoul the Coulomb interaction and Hinter
the nucleon-nucleon non-Coulomb interaction. Let us
now consider the operator nrk, for example (Tk is the
plus or minus component of the isotopic spin operator):

<J!

(Wr W ;)rkrJc I i)=

=

(!I

[H, r,m,]! i)

<J I [Hnirac(k), rm] I i >+ (j I [Hcou!, r~cr~c] I i)

+ <J I [Hinter, r~cr~c] I i).

(5.2)
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We know, that [Hmrac(k), rkrk]=iakTk· The two other
commutators are evaluated in the following way:

<J I [Hcoul, rkrk] I i >=I: { (/! Hcoul I n >(n I rkTk I i)
n

-(/I rm I n)(nHcoutl i)}
<=::<I <J I Hcoutl/)- (i I Hcoull i)} <f I rkTk I i)
and similarly for Hinter· It seems justified to neglect
nondiagonal terms of the Coulomb interaction [this
was tested by Ahrens & Feenberg (AH 52a) using
determinantal wave functions], and also of the interaction Hamiltonian, the argument being that
(!I rm In) connects the state jf) with states In) which
are not too different from I i) (because (! I rkrk I i) is
possible). The validity of the shell model shows, however, that (n I Hinter j i) must be small. Finally,
I (! I Hcoul J f)- (i I Hcoul J i)} can be calculated from
the Coulomb energy difference, and I (! I Hinter I /)(i I Hinter I i)} from the symmetry energy. This way,
one arrives at the following relations:

AaZjir=Ja;
2R

AaZ~~(or) = -/'Ys,
2R · ~

where R is the nuclear radius, Z the charge, and

A= (1+

wi-w, -A)t
mc2

Z

[this result is taken from AH 52a; Pursey (PU 51)
obtains a slightly different result using a different
nuclear Hamiltonian, and so do Rose and Osborn (RO
54a)]. Measurements of the spectrum of Pr144 (see
Sec. 6) give the ratio f'Yr,/f(d·r)/i, which seems to
agree with these estimates in order of magnitude (PE
60).
The other approach reduces the "relativistic" matrix
elements J-y 5 and Ja to their nonrelativistic form and
then applies nuclear models to calculate all of the six
matrix elements. The reduction is most simply done by
a Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation and gives in
lowest order in 1/M where M is the nucleon mass
(RO 54a)

j a~- (1/M) j p, j 'Ys~- (1/M) j (d•p)
(see also HE 54, KON 54, AH 52a). For the pseudoscalar interaction, compare Sec. 6.6 From the result of
the transformation, it is clear that the "relativistic"
matrix elements deserve the name "momentum type"
matrix elements in contrast to the "coordinate type"
matrix elements fir, f(d·r)/i, J[oXr] and fBii· This
form of the matrix elements is now subject to selection
rules derived from specific nuclear models. If one adopts
the nuclear shell model, then various reasons can inhibit
6 In case one considers the influence of third-order terms on
first-order forbidden fJ decay the usual replacement of the relativistic operators may lead into difficulties. See (RO 54a).

the (3 transitions (BR 51, BR 53, KI 54, RO 54b, TA
51, TA 54a, TA 54b):
1. The "coefficient of fractional parentage" between
the two states involved in the transition may be very
small, because we have either strong configurational
mixing in one of the states, or the two core wave functions (that is, the wave functions for the whole nucleus
but the last particle) have a small overlap for another
reason. King and Peaslee (KI 54) find that these
"unfavored" transitions have matrix elements, which
on the average are a factor of three smaller than the
ones [or "favored" transitions.
2. The (3-decaying nucleon makes a transition from
a statej to a statej' and Aj=Jj-j' I>AI=I I;-IJ j,
where I i and I 1 are the initial and final spins of the
nucleus. In this case, the single-particle matrix elements
may be inhibited. If, for example, 2~Aj~t, and
Aj> AI, then the matrix element B;; will not be inhibited whereas the others are. This may lead to the
"selection rule" effect. King and Peaslee (KI 54) report
that for AI= !1j, the nuclear matrix elements have the
same order of magnitude no matter whether !1j=O, 1,
or 2. However, in cases where AI <Aj the squares of
the matrix elements are reduced by a factor of about
ten. This effect is often referred to as "j forbiddenness".
Alga et al. (AL 55a, AL 55b, AL 57a, AL 57b, DA
60, VO 57) study the selection rules which are a consequence of the collective and Nilsson model. For nuclei
with 155 <A< 185 and A> 225, the level spectrum consists of rotational bands, which for even-even nuclei
follow the spin sequence I= 0, 2, 4, • · · for the lowest
band, l=K, K+1, · · • for the higher bands, where K
is an intrinsic quantum number and integer, and for
odd A nuclei have bands of the form l=K, K+I, • • ·
where K is half-integer. If L is the multipolarity of the
{3-decay operator, then the additional selection rule

holds ("K forbiddenness"). Since K is not a·very good
quantum number except for large deformations, there
will only be a retardation of the transitions with L<!1K.
This may also lead to the "selection rule" effect. For
(3 transitions leading to states of the same rotational
band for which the intrinsic wave function is the same
to a very good approximation, one obtains the branching ratio for a given multipolarity as a simple ratio of
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (AL 55b) . In the simple
case that either K; or K 1 is zero this ratio reads

B(L, I,--'>I1)
B(L, !,--'>!/)

C2 (I;Ll1 ; K;K1 -K;)
C2 (I;Ll/; K;K1 -K;)

and has a slightly more complicated form for K;~O,
K 1 ~o, and L~Ki+K1 . Davydov (DA 60) considers
the extension of these selection rules to the case of
non axially symmetrical nuclei.
Alaga et al. (AL 55a, AL 57a, AL 57c) give selection
rules for single-particle transitions in a deformed nuclear
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potential (Nilsson model) ; they consider only the case
of large deformations and give the selection rules for
the various ,8-decay operators in terms of the asymptotic
quantum numbers of the Nilsson scheme.
6. PSEUDOSCALAR INTERACTION

The first-forbidden decay seems to offer the best
possibility to detect the pseudoscalar interaction or to
put upper limits on its existence. Although throughout
this paper, we neglect this interaction, we here summarize the present evidence against its existence (AL
57b, BH 60, GE 58a, GE 58b, TA 60). Since in the
o-~o+ transitions like the Prl44 and Ho166 decay only
the two axial vector matrix elements hs and
f (1/i) (cH) can contribute besides a possible pseudoscalar interaction, it is these nuclei that have been the
object of a search for this interaction. The only experimental data obtainable are the log ft, the spectrum,
and the longitudinal electron polarization. One tries to
fit them with two parameters, J(1/i)d·r and :\=
hs/f (1/i) d·r, e.g., and any significant failure of the fit
indicates the presence of a pseudoscalar term.
The only well-established experimental data on
o-~o+ transitions are the ones on Pr144 (CO 60, FR
57, GE 58, GR 58, HE 58, ME 60) and on Ho166 (BU
59, CO 58). The data on Pr144 have been analyzed by
Tadic (TA 60); he did not use finite-size corrections
for the electron wave functions and obtained an inconclusive result. Both the Ho166 and Pr144 data have been
analyzed independently by Bhalla (BH 60), who has
made use of the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation in
order to obtain the proper reduction of the pseudoscalar
interaction (this was also done by TA 60), and calculated finite deBroglie wavelength and finite nuclear
size effects with a digital computer. In this paper,
which uses the two component theory of the neutrino,
an attempt is mad(:) to obtain upper limits on the
pseudoscalar interaction as a function of :\, the ratio of
the axial vector matrix elements, and it is concluded
that the absence of the pseudoscalar interaction is in
agreement with existing experimental data; for- zoo::;
:\::;ZOO, I Cp/CA 1:::;90, where Cp is the pseudoscalar
coupling constant.
7. SPECIAL CASES: Sb124, Autos, Bi2to (RaE)

As demonstrations of the possibility of learning something about the nuclear matrix elements in beta-decay,
we consider the well-investigated decays of Sb124, Au198,
and Bi210 • These are (besides the o-~o+ decays described in the previous section) the only first-forbidden
decays that have been fully analyzed so far.
1. Sb124 (HA 60, KOT 59b, MO 59, ST 52, ST 60,

YA 52b)
This nucleus decays via a 3-(,B)Z+(-y)o+ transition,
the maximum energy of the beta rays is Wo=5.6, and
there is another beta decay with an end-point energy
of W0 =4.1, which obscures measurements at low

energies. The log-ft value is unusually large, log ft=
10.6, and the spectrum shows deviations from the
allowed form. The ,8-'Y correlation shows a large asymmetry (I E I:::; 40%). By a combination of the measurements of the log-ft value, the ,8-')' angular correlation
and the ,8 circularly polarized ')'-angular correlation, it
has been possible to determine the value of the four
nuclear matrix elements which are important in this
decay: fir, fiB;h fa, J(dXr). In particular, the 11-'Y
angular correlation shows that there is no P4 term,
which supports the view that this is a first forbidden
decay. The values of the matrix elements are the
following ones: fi=c=m= 1, R=nuclear radius)

IjiBij II

R= (1.20±.15) x1o-2

Ijir II R= (1.Z±1.Z) x1o-a

J

I

I (dXr) I

I

R= (0.1±0.4) xto-3

J

a I= (3.1±Z.4) X1Q-4

Clearly, this nucleus shows a "selection rule" effect,
and no "cancellation effect." The "coordinate type''
matrix elements of multipolarity 1 are strongly suppressed. The same is true for the matrix element fa,
whereas (1/ R)fiBi; dominates the other three matrix
elements. In a "normal" situation, one would expect
the coordinate-type matrix elements to be of order one,
and (1/R)fiBii and fa to be of order 0.1. The Sb 124
nucleus is a very fortunate example for two reasons: the
beta decay involves a spin change of one unit. There
are, therefore, only four relevant matrix elements, and
the deviations from the~ approximation are very large;
larger, in fact, than the average deviation from the ~
approximation for the nuclei listed by Kotani (KOT
59b).
2. Aul9s (GE 58, SI 58, SI 60, ST 60b)
Ninety-nine percent of the beta decay proceeds from
the ground state of Au198 (Z-) to the first-excited state
(Z+) of Hgl 98 with an end-point energy of 960 kev. The
log ft of the transition is log ft=7.46, and the subsequent EZ transition to the ground state of Hg198 (0+)
has an energy of 611 kev.
The~ value for Au198 is ~~16, so that (except for a
cancellation or selection rule effect) the~ approximation
should describe the situation very satisfactorily. We
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expect an error of 1/~::::6% (The log ft is fairly small.)
This is indeed the case.
The spectrum has statistical shape within ±5%; the
13-circularly polarized '¥-angular correlation coefficient
is proportional to p/W, as expected, and the 13-'Y
angular correlation coefficient which is approximately
3% at the end-point energy is explicable by the Coulomb corrections to the ~ approximation. (Here small
terms of order 1/~ come into play and produce the
anisotropy).
Also a measurement of the two transverse polarizations of the electrons in coincidence with the 'Y rays is
in accord with the~ approximation.
This implies that in this nucleus, it is not possible to
determine nuclear matrix elements separately. On the
other hand, the reported measurements did establish
the decay scheme and the validity of the ~ approximation.

3. RaE (Bi210 ). (ALI 59, BAN 60, BI 58a, BU 58a,
BU 58b, GEl 58, GE 59a, GE 59b, LEW 57a,
NA 56, NE 59, PL 59, WE 58, WU 53, YA 53c)
RaE decays from its 1- state to the o+ ground state
of Po21o. The spectrum is known to show deviations
from the allowed form, and the polarization has been
found to be larger than -v/c and to have a peculiar
energy dependence.
Since we are dealing with a AI= 1 yes transition, the
following matrix elements can contribute: fa, fir,
f oXr. This is true only if we neglect third-order and
finite nuclear-size corrections (see Appendix VI). Most
of the analyses of the spectrum and polarization (the
only measurable quantities besides the log ft) have
been made on this basis. If one takes the finite nuclear
size into account, five different matrix elements might
contribute and the inclusion of third order terms might
increase this number even more.
The end point energy of the electron is given by
W 0 = 3.3, and ~""' 15, so that, similar to the case of
Au198, one might expect the ~ approximation to hold.
This is not the case, as the experiments show, and it is
the cancellation effect, which is responsible for this fact.
An analysis of the data shows that one can fit the
spectrum and the measured values of the polarization
by just two parameters,

~l

and

This analysis yields for ~1 the best value ~1 = 0.3, and
for the "leading term" in the ~ approximation the
quantity
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where S=[1- (Za) 2]!, the value x=3.3. This shows
indeed that a cancellation effect takes place. Newby
et al. (NE 59) and Banerjee and Zeh (BAN 60) have
discussed this situation on the basis of the shell model
and obtained a satisfactory understanding of the data.
This nucleus is also suited for a test whether invariance under time reversal holds (LEW 57) ; the
corresponding experiments (WE 59) are not in disagreement with this invariance requirement.
8. A

2··(1~)21·(-y)

o+ TRANSITION AS ILLUSTRATION

The preceding chapters and the appendixes contain
the pertinent formulas for {3 decay and their discussion.
It is felt, however, that an elucidation of the content
of the previous chapters by means of an example might
be instructive. In this chapter, we give a number of
curves for spectrum shape factor, 13-'Y angular correlation coefficient, and {3 circularly polarized '¥-angular
correlation coefficient calculated for various choices of
the six nuclear matrix elements, for a transition of the
type 2- (!3) 2+ ('Y) o+, and for an end-point {3 energy
W0 = 2.5. This choice of parameters corresponds approximately to the {3 decay of Rb86 • It is not the purpose of
these figures, however, to help in an analysis of the {3
decay of this nucleus. Instead, they are to demonstrate
the dependence of the experimental quantities mentioned above on the nuclear matrix elements.
Such a demonstration seems advisable for various
reasons: It becomes obvious that, generally speaking,
the measurable quantities depend strongly on these
matrix elements in the sense that they are very sensitive
to a change of even one of them. The graphs show, on
the other hand, that the measurement of one of the
quantities alone can not determine the nuclear matrix
elements uniquely. The curves might also be of help
for the experimentalist who wants to decide at which
angles he should measure a correlation function, how
precise the measurement should be, and how accurately
he should determine the energy dependence of the
correlation coefficient, for example.
In the use of these figures a certain caution is required
because they are typical only for 2-2-0 transitions.
Usually the form of any of the curves changes little if
one changes the end-point energy; this is not true if
one changes the decay scheme. Therefore, one should
avoid general conclusions about the behavior of the
functions displayed. The actual form of the curves also
depends on the charge Z of the nucleus under consideration.
The curves are calculated in the KonopinskiUhlenbeck approximation, for two different sets of
choices of nuclear matrix elements: (a) Deviations
from ~ approximation. Here, we assume throughout
that fiB;;=O, and that a certain cancellation effect
takes place (Figs. 1-8). (b) Deviations from B;;
approximation. Here, the largest matrix element is the
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FIG. 3.

FIGs. 1 to 12. The spectrum shape factor C (W), the {3-"f angular correlation anisotropy coefficient E (W), and the {3 circularly polarized
"{-Correlation coefficient c.>(W, cos8) for a 2-2--{) transition. W is the electron energy in units n=m=c= 1, and 0 the angle between electron and 'Y ray. The twelve figures show the three functions for various choices of nuclear matrix elements V, Y, x, u, w, and z as defined
in this section. The value of the nonvanishing nuclear matrix elements is indicated in the upper left-hand corner of each figure.

matrix element fiB;h and we vary the values for the
two matrix elements leading in the ~ approximation.
The other three matrix elements are assumed to be
negligible (Figs. 9-12).
Each figure contains three curves: The spectrum
shape factor C(W) normalized so that C(l) = 1, the
coefficient of the {3-y angular correlation function e(W)
and the coefficient w of the {3 circularly polarized yangular correlation function. w(W, cosfJ) is a function
of both energy and angle; the curves show w(W,
cosfJ=O) and w(W, cosfJ= 1) as functions of energy.
The quantities C(W), e(W) and w(W, cosfJ) have been
defined in Sec. 4.
At the upper left-hand side, each figure contains a
list of equations. These equations define the particular
set of parameters for which the figure was calculated.
The meaning of the symbols used in these figures is the

following (KOT 59b) :

V= CA

J'Y6+~CA J

u=+cAJ[dXr]

(d·r)/i
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APPENDIX I. RELATIVISTIC COULOMB WAVE
FUNCTIONS

insight into the nature of these solutions and a better
understanding of the well-known fact to be proven in
Appendix II, that in ~ approximation first-forbidden
and allowed (j decay give the same answers.
We first construct the spin eigenfunction [eigenfunction of the operator Xop=(j(d·L+1)] (Part 1),
then by means of the Dirac equation its radial dependence (Part 2), and from the asymptotic conditions
the linear combination which is equivalent to a plane
wave in the field-free case (Part 3).

1. Construction of Spin Eigenfunctions

We define the usual operators
In this appendix we describe the construction of a
solution of Dirac's equation for the case of the conL= [rXp], p= (1/i) V,
(Al)
tinuous spectrum. Although the results are well known
(A2)
(YO 59) we feel that because of the different notations
2
2
used in the literature a consistent representation of the where {3 = 1, o- =3, [(j, d]=O. (For the definition of
results may be useful. The method of derivation em- the Dirac matrices, see Appendix VIII.) Since a=
ployed here, which does not make use of a particular· +'Yod, 'Yo2 =1, and ['YG, {3]=2')'.{3, we see that Xop comrepresentation of the Dirac matrices 1 gives a good mutes with ( a·p) and therefore with the Dirac-
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Hamiltonian for any central potential. Since furthermore
(A3)

for ~t= ±!identical with

we infer that Xop has the eigenvalues x= ±1, ±2,
±3, ···,and that x 2 = (j+!) 2, wherej(j+1) is eigenvalue tojop2 = (L+!d) 2•
We want to construct functions cf>x~' which are
defined by

if we choose j and l according to Eq. (A9) and the z
axis to be given by the direction of ko.
It is easy to show that (Sgx:=signx) i(dro)cf>x"=
Sgxcf>-i' and that therefore a correspondingly reasonable
choice for the normalization of cf>/11l~' is given by Eq.
(A8).
Finally we note that any linear combination of the
form
(A11)

Xo~cf>x~'= +xcf>x~',)

(A4)

Jzcf>i'=!J.cf>x~'·

We decompose the problem by defining
cf>x(l)l'= H 1- f3) cf>x~',

(AS)

cf>x(II)I'= !(1 +f3)cf>x~'·

(A6)

is eigenfunction to Xop with eigenvalue
being arbitrary.

{3=

(-10 0)1 '

this corresponds to picking out the "upper" and
"lower" component of the wave function. Since
(1-(3) • (l+f3) =0, Eq. (A4) yields, using Eq. (A2):
-xcf>x(l)~'; (1+f3)cf>x<Il~<=O,)

(A7)
( d·L+l)cf>x(II)I'= Xcf>x(IIJp; (1-(3)cf>x(II)p.= 0.

(A8)

We now use the Dirac equation (see Appendix VIII)
to determine the quantities fx and gx as functions of r.
We write this equation for a central potential V(r) in
the form (we use fi=c=m=l throughout)

[ +C a·p) +f3+E- V(rDrx"(r) =0.

(d·L-x) YP(ko, ro)X!"

fulfills Eq. (A7), if we choose x=l or x= -l-1. Here,
k 0 is an arbitrary unit vector, and Xt is defined by the
equations
u.Xt=2~tX!",

Eq. (A11).
We use the identity

=- (2/ir) ( a·ro)- (1/r) (r·p) ( a•ro) + ( a•p).
Inserting Eq. (All) into Eq. (A12), we obtain
((1/ir) [(d·L) +2+i(r·p) ]igx(r) +!fl+E- V(r) Jfx(r)

Y1°(k0, r 0) is a usual spherical harmonic (see Appendix
VIII) with k 0 as the z axis. For the two possible choices
for x one obtains (x~O):

j=l-i

x=-l-1: j=l+!

+ { (1/ir) [d·L+2+i(r·p) ]fx(r)

+i!fl+E- V(r)Jgx(r)} (a•ro))cf>x(I)p=O,
or by multiplying with !(1+(3) and Hl-{3), using
Eq. (A7):

er-(X~

1))gx(r)+(E- V(r) -l)fx(r) =0,
(A13)

u2 ·Xt=3Xt.

x=l:

(A12)

1/lx"(r) is eigenfunction to Xop and therefore given by

also fulfills Eq. (A7). By confining attention for the
moment to the special case ~t= ±!, it is easy to see that

for

and gx

(1/ir) (d·L) ( a·ro)

Since [(a•ro), Xop]=O, where ro=r/1 r I, we know
that if cf>x< 1 l~' obeys Eq. (A7), then

cf>x< 1 l~'=t(1-(3)

x, fx,

2. Determination of the Radial Wave Functions

In the representation

( d·L+1)ct>/ 1 l~'=

(A10a)
T

l

x=j+!,

x+l)fx(r)+ (E- V(r) +1)gx(r) =0.
( -~dr
r
Upon introducing the radial wave functions Fx(r) =

rfx(r), Gx(r) =rgx(r), we have
(A9)

x=-(j+t).

d
X
-Fx(r) = --Fx+(E+1- V)Gx,
dr
r
(A14)

We normalize cf>xUll' by defining
d
X
-Gx(r) =- (E-1- V) Fx+-G.
dr
r

cf>x<1l"= ( -Sgx)"1 !(1-{1)
(d·L)-x
·------"-i 1 YNko
[I X 1(21+1)]!
'

ro)X~".

•

(A10)

This is convenient, because in this definition cf>x< 1 J~' is

By Eq. (All) and the solutions of Eqs. (A14) which
are integrable at the origin, our solution 1/lx" is defined
for every x and ~t= ±!.
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In the particular case of a Coulomb field, the functionsfx(r) and gx(r) are given by (YO 59)
fx= [(W +1) /2W]!(kr) 7 - 1C('Y, 7J) Re(t.x),

(A15)

utP.= spinor solution of Dirac's equation)
[ (W + 1) /2W]I· exp (ik·r) Ut~'= exp (~'k·r)

• {[(TY +1) /2W]L ( a·ko) [(W -1) /2W]l}
·H1-{3)Xt~'

gx=- [(W -1) /2W]l(kr) 'HC( 'Y, 7J)Im(t.x).
Here the units h=m=c=1 have been used,
W is the energy of the particle, and

k2 =W2 -1,

7= +[x2 - (Za)2]t,

into eigenfunctions cf>xM· Since for the comparison we
need only the "large" components, we multiply the
plane wave solution first by !(1-{J):
H1-{J)[(W+1)/2W]1 exp(tk·r)X!M

7J = ( aZW/k) > 0 for electrons,

= [ (W +1)/2WJ.f:[411'(2l+1) ]!iljz(kr) YP
l=O

(ko,
e2 i"= e-.-i {[x-i(Za/k) ]/ ('Y+i7J) j, -11-< <P::; 0,

roH(1-,6)Xt~'

=[(W+l)/2W]tf:C411' I x IJ 1i 1jz(kr)
l=O

l-o·L+Z+1+o·L
• [( 2l+l)l X IJ! H1-{J) YP(ko, ro)Xt11

C(7 , 7J) = 2"~e"~ 12 [I r( 'Y+i7J) l/r(2'Y+ 1) ],

=[(W+1)/2WJ!"'L.[411' I X IJ1jzcxl(kr)
(A15a)

xr'O

(- Sgx)~'H¢>x<IJP..

(A17)

The Coulomb potential is given in the form V(r) =
-Ze2/r and the solutions given here correspond to
positive energies (negatons). In case of positrons, one
has to replace Z by -Z. The negative energy negaton
wave function can be obtained from the positive energy
solution for a repulsive Coulomb interaction (positron
wave function) by charge conjugation:

Multiplying Eq. (A16) by !(1-{J) and taking the
asymptotic value, one obtains [we assume that the k 0
occurring in Eq. (A16) is identical to the unit vector
ko=k/1 k I in Eq. (A17)]

The asymptotic behavior offx(r) and gx(r) is given by

In case we want to construct a solution which behaves
asymptotically like a plane wave plus incoming
scattered waves, we have to equate the outgoing parts
of Eqs. (A17) and (A18) [after multiplying Eq. (A17)
by exp(±i7] !n2kr)]

fx(r)=>[(W +1) /2W]Yzcxl (kr+1) ln2kr+Llx),
gx(r)=>Sgx[ (W -1)/2W]Yzcxl (kr+1J In2kr+Llx)
(A15b)

xr'O

Cin=[411' I x IJ'( -Sgx) 11H exp( -iilx),

(A19a)

otherwise the ingoing parts [after multiplying Eq.
(A17) byexp(-i7Jln2kr)]

where
Llx=<P+(,n/2) [1-'Y+l(x)]
- Arg[I'('Y+i7J) ]=ox+ (11/2)/(x)
is the relativistic Coulomb phase shift.

C/ut= [411' I X IJ!( -Sgx)P.H exp(iilx) = Cxin*.

(A19b)

The two solutions which we obtain are therefore
y;<±l"= "'L-[411' I x IJ•c -sgx)~'H

3. Determination of the Plane-Wave Solution

xr<O

• exp ( ±iilx) [fx+igx( a·ro) ]cf>x(I)p.,

We have to form such a linear combination
1/;M= LCxfx''

[ (W + 1) /2W]t "'L.C,.jz(xl (kr+1) ln2kr+Llx)¢>x<IlP., (A18)

(A16)

where the plus or minus sign stands for out- or ingoing
scattered waves. Observing that

xr'O

that lj;P. becomes asymptotically equal to a plane wave
plus incoming (or outgoing) spherical waves.7 In order
to do this we expand a plane wave solution (ko=k/1 k I,
7 llecause o[ the 'logarithmic radial dependence of (A15b), this
cannot be fulfilled, This has been discussed by Gordon (GO 28).
In the following we take the logarithmic terms formally into account. See also Appendix VI.

[fx+i( a•r)gxJcf>xm~'=fx~' and that
c(l(x),

!, j(x); o, M) =

( -Sgx)~'+!(l x

l/[2l(x) +1])!

we obtain the equivalent representation
if;Cc1l"= "'L.I417'[2l(xH·l]}!c(l(xHj(x); o, f..l)
xi"'O

·cxp(±iilx)lfx''·

(A20a)
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TABLE V. How to replace the matrix elements f rT, f1 in "allowed" expressions, if one wants to write down the corresponding expression
for a first-forbidden transition in ~ approximation.
1st-forbidden terms of order v/c

Allowed

1st-forbidden terms of order t according
to (B10)

+Cvfr-iCAf(dXr)
+iC AfCd•ro)
Therefore the rule holds
1

- Cvf1-4CAh•HC Af-(d·r)
i

APPENDIX II. DENSITY MATRIX IN COULOMB
FIELD

The method discussed in this section is related to
(JA 59) and (DE 59). The density matrix (or Casimir
operator) is defined by
p<±> (r, s; r', s') = .L:¥t<±l~>(r, s )if;*<±l~'(r', s').

(B1)

Here, if;* denotes the hermitian conjugate, and r and s
are space and spin variables. Clearly the knowledge of
p<±) is sufficient to calculate all the quantities of
interest in (3 decay.
From Appendix I, we now write the general form of
the density matrix in the Coulomb (or any central)
field. Starting from this form, we derive the density
matrices pertinent to allowed and first-forbidden (3
decay. The latter one is specialized to the so-called t
approximation, and it is shown that all experiments
have a dependence on the nuclear matrix elements for
first-forbidden (3 decay, which can be obtained directly
from the formulas for allowed decay by substituting
for every allowed matrix element a certain linear
combination of first-forbidden ones.
We define the operator
Ox±= ( -Sgx) exp(±i~x)Ux(r) +igx(r) • ( a·ro)]
· {47!/[2l(x) +1]}tiHxl( d·L-x) Yl(ko, roH(1-,8).
(B2)
According to Eqs. ( B 1) and ( A20) , p is then given by
p<±>=

L

Ox<±l(r)Ox•*<±>(r'),

(B3)

x.x'.-'0
since LXi~'Xt*~'= 1.
In the case of allowed ,8 decay, neither electron nor
neutrino carry away any angular momentum. It is
furthermore assumed, that kR«1 and qR«1, where q
is the neutrino momentum and R the nuclear radius.
This approximation replaces the plane wave for the
neutrino by one, and for the electnm wave function
equations Eq. (A15) show that the only remaining
terms in Eq. (B2) are the ones with x=±l. We have

in this approximation
f±l = [ (W + 1) /2W]i(kr) -r--1C('Y, 71) Re(X±l),
g±1=- [(W -1) /2W]l(kr) "~'-1 C( 'Y, 71) Im(X±1), (B4a)
where
A±l = ('Y+i'IJ) exp(i'P±l), 'Y= [1- (Za) 2]l. (B4b)
In this case, we also have from Eqs. (A8) and (A10)
cf>-1<1>P.= (47r)-l!(1-,8)Xt,
¢+1(1)~'=

(- )P.+!•i• (47!" )--!!(1-,8) ( d•ro) ( d•ko)X!~',
¢l<II>P.=i( a·ro)¢1<1>P.= (- )p.-i( 47!")-!

'Yo
'2(1-,8) (d·ko)Xt,

(BS)
The lepton matrix element (1/1.1 Op.l if;.), is a spacedependent function which has to be inserted as a
transition operator between the nuclear states. Since
we have approximated the neutrino wave by 1, and
since the operator OP. is space independent, the space
dependence of this matrix element stems only from if;,.
Equation (BS) shows that we have two types of
orbital dependence-terms independent of ro and terms
linear in ro. Since the latter terms would require a
change of parity of the nuclear states, we discard these
terms in an allowed transition (they become important
in a forbidden transition), and keep only ¢l<II) 11, and
cf>_1<1>P.. This way, we obtain for p<±>: p<±> allowed=
Q<±l.Q<±>*, where
Q±= {exp(±i~-I) ·J-1-exp(±i~1)g1( d·koh•\!(1-,8).

Using Eqs. (A15), a straightforward calculation shows,
that for a Coulomb field (according to Appendix VI,
we put r=r'=R, the nuclear radius):
1 .,

Pallowe<l<±>=zl'(Z, R)

{

.B'Y a•k . aZ (a•k)}
1-W-W±1,8T·----w·
(B6)
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Here we have defined the Fermi function by

-z

For positrons, Z has to be replaced by
in the total
expression (B6). If we are interested in the density
matrix for electrons in negative energy states, we have
to replace the Z in (B6) by -Z and the term -!3'¥/W
by its negative.
The first-forbidden !3 decay in the ~ approximation
gives the same answers as the allowed !3 decay, except
for the fact that the allowed matrix elements have to
be replaced by a certain linear combination of the firstforbidden ones (in case one does not observe the
direction of the neutrino).
In order to show this, we first derive the density
matrix for the first-forbidden !3 decay. As shown in
Sec. 1, in the first-forbidden !3 decay we have two types
of matrix elements: Matrix elements which are of order
vjc in the nucleon velocities and occur by replacing the
Fermi operator 1 by a and the Gamow-Teller operator
d by ')'6, and matrix elements which occur by replacing
the Fermi operator 1 by r and the Gamow-Teller
operator d by either one of the three operators ( d · r),
[dXr], and the symmetric tensor with trace zero,
u;xi+uix;-i(d·r)o;i· In the first case, electron and
neutrino carry away no angular momentum, whereas
in the second case the operator r origins from the fact
that either electron or neutrino carry away one unit of
angular momentum.
The ~ approximation in first-forbidden !3 decay is,
physically speaking,. characterized by the assumption
that the Coulomb potential, which influences the
electron, is large compared to its and the neutrino's
kinetic energy. As discussed in Sec. 3, the formulation
of this assumption is ~=Za/2R»W0 , where R is the
nuclear radius, and Wo is the maximum 13-energy. (More
accurately one should say that the underlying assumption of the ~ approximation is that the product of ~ with
its particular linear combination of nuclear matrix
elements is large compared to the product of the k or q
with their particular linear combination of nuclear
matrix elements. This condition is not always fulfilled
even though the mathematical condition stated above
may very well be satisfied.)
This condition implies that the neutrino carries
away no angular momentum; therefore, we have to
replace its plane wave function by one, exactly as in
the allowed case. Inspection of Eq. (AlS) shows, on
the other hand, that terms with x = ± 1 are of the same
order in powers of (kR), and are the only terms to be
kept in the ~ approximation. The corresponding wave
functions are listed in Eqs. (B4) and (BS).
Contrary to the case of allowed transitions, however,
we now have to take both parts of the wave functionthe parity conserving and the parity nonconserving

part.8 The density matrix therefore consists of three
parts: if we decompose !J;< 1l~=!J;.<±J"+1/In.c.<±>l' into its
parity-conserving and nonconserving parts, we obtain
from Eq. (B1)
p<±> = Pc.c.(±)+Pno.nc.(±)+Pc.nc.<±>+Pnc.c.<±) • (B7)

l

The part denoted by Pc.c.± was already given in Eq.
(B6); a similar calculation shows that
Pnc.nc.<±> = ( o:•ro) [(1-')') / (1 +'Y) ]Pc.c.<±> ( o:•ro'),
Pc.nc.(±)= [Pnc.c.<±>]*= ( +) [aZ/(l+'Y) ]Pc.c.(±)

·i( a·ro').
(B8)
From Eq. (B8) we see that Pnc.nc. differs from Pc.c. by
a constant factor, (1-'Y)/(1+'¥), and by the fact that
it is multiplied on both sides with + ( o:·r0), whereas
Pnc.c. and Pc.nc. differ from Pc.o. by another constant
factor and an either right-hand or left-hand side factor
i( o:·ro).
If we define the four vector

A,."'P""'= Cv(l/lp *mP'Y4'YI'I/Inmn)- CA(I/Ip *"""¥4'YJJ'Y&I/Inm,.),
then the density matrix for the !3 decay interaction is
given by (see Appendix III):
pmpmpfmnmn'MeJJ./IJ.vP../=

LApmp,mnAp*mpl,mnlp.,

)

p.,p

(B9)

'(l+'Yr.h,.'Y4Pe'Y4'Yp(l+'Y6).
Here p. and p. are electron and neutrino density
matrices, respectively. Our task is to show that the form
of Eq. (B9) remains unchanged if we multiply p. on
either side by ( o:·ro).
Now we have

- i( d·ro) (1 +'Y6) A4= -i( d•ro) A4(1 +'Y6)
+i[(roXA) • d](1+'Ys) + (ro·A) Cl+'Yr.).
If we redefine

A,'=- [roA4- (roXA) ],)
(B10)

Al= (ro·A),
we have

That means, that by the simple replacement A~'~A,.',
we obtain the same form of the density matrix, or: by
changing the definition of nuclear matrix elements, we
can switch from the formulas for the allowed to the
formulas for the first-forbidden !3 decay in the ~ approxis More precisely, both the part of zeroth order in r 0 taken in
the allowed case and the part of first order in r 0 neglected before
will come into play, the first one for the matrix elements J'Yo and
Ja, the other one for the other matrix elements mentioned above.
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mation. The same is true for either left- or right-hand
multiplication of p. with either ( o:•ro) or ( o:•ro'), and
therefore our statement made above has been shown to
be true.
The change in the matrix elements which has to be
made can also easily be deduced from the above formulas: Since (1-'Y)/(l+y) <=o< (Za)2/4 and Za/(l+y)
<=o<Za/2, our density matrix is unchanged for the parity
conserving part of the electron wave function, and
multiplied by -iH o:·r) or its hermetian conjugate for
the parity nonconserving part. For the nuclear matrix
elements, this leads immediately to a prescription for
the replacement of matrix elements.
Table V indicates which allowed matrix elements
have to be replaced by which forbidden ones if one
wants to write down formulas for forbidden decay.
From Table V it becomes apparent that all terms
which are not of order v/c in the nucleon velocity are
multiplied by ~=Za/2R, where R is the nuclear radius
(see Appendix VI) . This explains the term ~ approximation and, at the same time, shows that this word is
not a particularly characteristic one because of the
occurrence of terms of order v/c which are independent
of~.

APPENDIX III. DERIVATION OF DENSITY MATRIX
FOR ~-DECAY INTERACTION

We derive here the formulas of {3- emission. The cases
of the orbital electron capture and (3+ emission are
considered in Appendix VII. We define the 'Y matrices
in the usual way:
')';= -i{3a;; ')'4= -{3; rr;= +'Ysa;;

nucleon space coordinates simultaneously; therefore,
we write explicitly

J

Hp=- drNdn[Y,.P *(Cv-CA'Ys) o:r-Y,.n]rN
(Y,..*a(1+'Ys)Y,.,]rL8(rN-rL) +

J

drNdTL

[1/-'P *( Cv- CA'Ys)r-Y,.n]rN(Y,.. *(1 +'Ys)Y-'.]rLo(rN-rL).
(C2)
Now, we use the formal identity
o(rl-r2) = (rlr2)-1o(rl-r2) L(- )L+MiL
L,ilf

YLM(ro 1)iLYLM(ro2 )

(C2a)

where r0 =r/r, and introduce the definition:

TKLrM= Lc(1, L, K; M-v, vhsuM-•iLYL•

or, in compact form,
TxLyM= Lc('Y, L, K; M-v, v)['YsuM-•]YiLYL•, (C2b)
where 'Y=O, 1. The operators TxLyM are irreducible
tensor operators of rank K, and help us to carry
through our main objective: The multipole expansion
of the {3 interaction and the classification of the degree
of forbiddenness of a transition with the help of this
expansion. Introducing Eqs. (C2a) and (C2b) into
Eq. (C2), we obtain9

Hp= L (- )K+"['" r2dr
KL'YI'

0

'Ys= +'Yl/'2/'3/'4; i= 1, 2, 3.
The interaction Hamiltonian then has the form (we
sum automatically over indices that occur twice, and
suppress the summation over the nucleons, which has
to be carried along implicitly throughout all our
expressions) :

Hp= Cv(Y,.p *'Y4'Y~T-Y,.n) [1/-'. *'Y4'Y~(1 +1'6)1/-',]
- CA (1/-'P *'Y4'Y~T-'YsY-'n) [Y-'.*'Y4'Y~(1 +'Ys)Y,.,]+herm. conj.
=- Cv(Y,.p *o:r-1/-'n) [1/-'. *o:(1+'Yo)1/-',]

+Cv(Y,.P*r-Y,.n) [1/-'. *(1 +'Ys)Y,.,]
+CA (1/-'P *dr~Y-'n) [1/-'e *d(l +'Ys)Y,.,]
- CA(Y-'P *'YsT-1/-'n) [1/-'. *(1+1'•)1/-',]+herm. conj.
= -[1/-'p*(Cv- CA'Ys) ar-1/-'n][Y,.. *a(l+'Ys)Y,.,]
+[1/-'P*( Cv- CA'Ys)r-Y,.n][Y-'.*(1 +'Ys)Y,.,]+herm. conj.
(C1)
Here, 1/-'p and 1/-'n represent the initial and final states of
the nucleus in a ,a--decay, andY,.. andY,., are the negaton
and neutrino wave functions. r- is the component of
the isotopic spin operator which changes a neutron
into a proton. The integration is over lepton and

{/dQN[Y-'P *(Cv- CA'Ys) TxLY"T-1/-'n]}rN=r

(C3)

'{!dQL[1/-'e *(l+'Ys)TKLy-~v]}rL=r·
Here, 'Y takes the values zero and one, K and L take
all integer non-negative values, and J1. is integer and
restricted by -K-::;,p.-::;,K.
Now we insert the Coulomb-field solution for 1/-'.,
obtained in Appendix I, and the corresponding planewave solution for Y,.,, and apply the Wigner-Eckart
theorem. According to Appendix I we have
v,..<±lm•= L{411{2l(x) +1J}lc[l(xHj(x); Om.]e±iaxy,.xm•,
x;o'O

v,.,m•= L{4n{2l(x) +l]}tc[l(x)tj(x); Om,]y,.,r•.
(C4)
Here, Y-'xm• was defined in Eq. (All), whereas Y-'xm' is
the corresponding solution obtained by z~o:

Y-'xm•=v'2-1[jzcx> (qr) +Sgx,i( o:•ro)jz(-xl (qr) ]c/lxm'. (C4a)
9 From now on we restrict the discussion to (1 emission. The
case of tJ+ emission or fJ~ capture is treated in Appendix VII.
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k and q are ncgaton and neutrino momentum, respectively, and we use the units li=m=c= l.jz are spherical
Bessel functions. Equations (C4) assume that the
direction of quantization is chosen along the direction
of propagation of the particles; if we refer instead to
one common coordinate system, the first equation of
(C4) reads, for example,
if;_<±>m•= LLDi<x>"m•{47r[2l(x) +1]}!
xFO v

·c[l(x)tj(x); Om.]exp(±iAx)l/lx"·
Here, Di<x>"m•(fJ) is the rotation matrix in the conventional definition; it depends on the magnetic
quantum numbers v and m. in the two coordinate
systems, and on the Euler angles connecting these
two systems, in the way defined by Rose (see Appendix
VIII). It fulfills the orthogonality relation

J

dflDrDi•*•'m' = [4m/(2j+1) ]BwB•• •Bmm'·

(CS)

For the evaluation of Hp, we realize that it depends
on the four magnetic quantum numbers m. for the
electron, m. for the neutrino, m,. and mp for the initial
and final nuclear states. If we define the reduced matrix
elements by the relation10

(jm

0

This way, llfJ can be written as a sun1 of products.
Some terms in the product contain all the dependence
on the magnetic quantum numbers and angles, and
therefore all the information necessary to calculate the
form of the various functions one can measure (spectrum, angular correlation functions, etc.). The residual
information which contains all the dynamics of the
process is contained in the residual matrix elements,
the evaluation of which is considered in the next
appendix.
By multiplying lip with its complex conjugate, we
obtain the density matrix for f3 decay. Since in the experiments on first-forbidden decay the direction of the
neutrino usually is not observed, we integrate this
product over the neutrino angles and sum over the
neutrino magnetic quantum numbers.
We define

CKL·XJ;, J,;j(x.),j(x.)]

= jcor2dr(J, II (Cv-CA'¥6) TKLrT-11 Ji)
0

(j(x.)II(1+'Y6)TKLr IU(x.))

(C8a)

and obtain

j'm')

:

=(-)f--m( j
-m
where

A

j') j II OA Ill

J.t

m'

= (471-)3
(C6)

(_ )J+i(x,)-i(x,l-i(x,'l

· (- )+"'P-mn-m•{[2l(x.)+1][2l(x.') +1]}!

:~,)

·c[l(x.)tj(x.); Om,]c[l(x.')ij(x.'); Om.']

are Wigner 3-j coefficients (see Appendix VIII), we
obtain for Hp11 :

Hp= L (- )K+~< L

,L

KK' LL'rr'xexe'xvJ

·c[j(x.)j(x.') J;

-m., m.'](2J;+1)-1

LDi<x,>*••m•(fJ.)Di<x.>"•m•(fJ,)

Xe•Xv~ VeVp

KL-yp.

·4n-· {[2l(x.)+1][2l(x.)+1]}!
·c[l(x.)ij(x.); Om.]c[l(x.)ij(x.); Om.]
(- )Jr-"'P(-) i<x.>-••
X(

J1

K

-mp

p,

Ji)(j(x.)

mJ -v.

Kj
-p,

(x.))

exp(iAx,)

v,

·J""r2dr(J, II (C.-CA'¥6) TKLrr-11 Ji)•N=•
0

(j(x.) II (1 +'Y6) TKLr 1\j(x.) >•L=r·

(C7)

With this definition, the reduced matrix elements will be
real (see reference ALD 57). They are not, however, symmetric.
Instead, since
10

Tx0*M= (- )K-~-MTxL~-M,

we have

{j1 II TKL~ IIi)*= (- )K-~+i-h(j II Tx0 liM
Here, and from now on, we use only incoming scattered waves
for the solution of the electron wave function, as corresponds to
the physical condition.
11

·[J;J,;j(x.')j(x.)]Xexp[ +i(Ax.-Ax•.)].

(C8)

Application of some Racah algebra yields the final
form of the density matrix from which it is easily
possible to calculate all the measurable quantities
which do not imply a measurement of the neutrino
directions: In Eq. (C8) we have a product of three
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients involving only l(x.), l(x.'),
j (x.), j (x.') and J, and another product of three such
coefficients involving only K, K', J;, J" and J. Both
these products can be written separately as a sum over
a product involving a 9-j coefficient and in this way
we obtain the following final formula for p: We define
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the particle parameters B.r"·'(K, K') by [Jc~}(x.) etc.]
B u,t(K K'· 1
J

'

'

11

(K

J·)= 41r 2u-H
[2(2t+l)]i
'
21;+1 [(2K+1)(2K'+1)(21+1)]~ 1

K'
-1

1)·-·1 L:
0

c_) i.+i.+!/-1

r.I.i'Y'Y 1Xex/x II

rl (x.)

u){
K
0 j(x.')

K'
j(xe)

1
j(x.)

}j

1

2

Ucx.)

~)

l(x.')
1

2

j(xe') 1)

·exp[+i(6.x,- 6.x· ,) Ct{L~[J J1; }(xe)}(x,.) ]CK· t/7'*[1 J1; j(xe')J(x.)]
and the quantities F J"· 1 (K, K'; 1 11 1 i) by
FJ"· 1 (K, K';

it, 1i) =[(21i+1) (21,+1) (21+1) (2K+1) (2K'+1) (2u+1) (2t+1) ]~

p(mpmp 1 ; ntnmn'; mcm/) = 161!'

L

uul ttl KKI J

[(21;+1)/2(21,+1) ]!(- )IHK'+J;+Hmp'-m"-me+t+ui-J-Jt

•c(t, u, 1; mn-mn', mp1 -mp)c(1,1tu; mp, -mv')c(1;Jit; mn, -m,.')c(t'u' 1; me'-mc, O)c(Ht'; m., -me')
.pJu,t(K, K'; 1h 1i)Bi''·''(K, K'; 1}', 1i)DJmp-mp'-mn+mn1;m,l-m,,

Equation (C9c) shows that except for geometrical
factors the density matrix is completely characterized
by the particle parameters BJ. The interpretation of
the B/s is fairly simple: The interaction was expanded
into multipoles. Each term of the expansion is characterized by an irreducible tensor T KI""' of rank K. Each
BJ contains a sum over all possible products of the
reduced nuclear matrix elements of two tensor operators
TKL-r and TJeL'-r' with K and K' fixed (they are numbers that characterize BJ). The possible values of K
and K' are given by the selection rule
(ClO)

The operators lK.L-y and TK'L'-y' occur not only in the
nuclear matrix elements, but also in the reduced lepton
matrix elements, where they stand between a wave
function for a neutrino with spin j(x.) and a wave
function for an electron with spin j (xc) and j (xe'),
respectively. Of course, for given K and K' the numbers
j (xc), j (xe'), and} (x.) are limited by

Ij(xe) - j (x.) I:::;K ::;j(xe) +j(x.),
lJ(xe') -j(x.) I:::;K' :::;j(x/) +j(x.).

(C11)

Besides K and K', also 1 is a number that characterizes
BJ-it gives the degree of 1 the Legendre polynominal
in the angular distribution of the electron (or its
polarization) in the final expression. Naturally,

Ij (x.)-j (x.') I:::; 1 ::;j (x.) +J (x.').

(C12)

(C9c)

On the other hand, 1 also fulfills the selection rule

I K-K' [:::; 1::;K+K'.

(C13)

For fixed numbers, 1, K, K', the choice of which is
restricted by Eqs. (C10) and (C13), each B contains
a sum over all lepton matrix elements with the spins of
the leptons restricted by Eqs. (Cll) and (C12).
Clearly, this sum is infinite.
The meaning of the auxiliary indices u and t becomes
clear when one looks at Eq. (C9c): If we do not
measure the spin of the electron, t=O and u= 1. In
this case, the definition of B/· 0 (K, K') is such that it
reduces to the particle parameter bJ(K, K') defined by
Alder, Stech, and Winther (ALD57):
(C14)

If we measure the spin of the electron, t= 1, and BJ is
a straightforward generalization of b.r(K, K'). In that
case, u can have the values 1-1, 1, and 1 1.
The density matrix depends also on the geometrical
quantities F.ru· 1 (K, K'; 1r, 1 i). Here, t= 0 for unaligned
nuclei, and u=O if we do not consider the case of a
radiation following the formation of the final nucleus.
Otherwise, u and t depend on the degree of polarization
and angular distribution of the radiation (i.e., its
multipolarity), respectively. We have defined F.r, such
that F.r0 ·J(K, K'; 1" 1i) =FJ(K, K', 1h 1;) as
defined by Alder, Stech, and Winther (ALDS7).
The calculation of various measurable quantities
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from Eq. (C9c) is now extremely simple and is carried
through in the following appendix.
APPENDIX IV. CALCULATIONS OF VARIOUS
MEASURABLE QUANTITIES AS FUNCTIONS
OF PARAMETERS BJ AND FJ

In this appendix, we give formulas for spectrum
shape, fJ-'Y correlation function, etc., in terms of the
parameters BJ and FJ. The experimental quantities of
interest are: (a) the shape of the spectrum; (b) the
electron polarization from unoriented nuclei; (c) the
fJ-'Y angular correlation function; (d) the {J-circularly
polarized "' angular correlation function; (e) the
polarized fJ-'Y angular correlation functions for various
directions of the fJ polarization; (f) the angular distribution of electrons from oriented nuclei; and (g) the
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angular distribution of 'Y's, following the fJ decay from
oriented nuclei.
In order to calculate these quantities, we first define
the alignment or polarization of the initial nucleus, and
a density matrix for the"' decay corresponding to the
fJ-decay density matrix defined in the preceding
appendix.
For a characterization of the alignment or polarization of the initial nucleus, we assume that the occupation numbers of the magnetic substates a,.,. are
known, if we choose the quantization axis along the
alignment axis. (We have, of course, LmGm.=2J;+l.)
The density matrix for a "' radiation from a nuclear
level with spin J 1 to another level with spin Jf! is
given by (ALD 57)

(Dl)
Here, Fko,k has been defined in Eq. (C9b), and ox is the usual transition amplitude for 2" pole radiation. In
Eq. (D1), the summation over the final nuclear magnetic substates has already been carried through. The symbol
r denotes the circular polarization of the "' ray, it is +1 for right-handed and -1 for left-handed circularly
polarized light.
Thus we obtain:
(a) For the spectrum shape factor (KON 41)

327r2 C= 2 J~+ 1
'

L

om,m,•Ompmp•o,.,,.,.Jdf!..p(mpmp'; mnmn'; m.m.')

mpmp''fl'l.nmnlm6me'

=43r:EFo0 •0 (K, K; Jt. J,)Bo0 •0 (K, K; J" J;)
K

or

C=2L:Bo0 •0 (K, K; Jt. J;).

(D2)

K

(b) For the electron polarization from unoriented nuclei

:E
p

m6m/mpmp'mnmn.'

L

p(mp,mp'; m., m/; mn, mn') (Xlm,' I d I x~r·)om,mp•Om,m,1
p(mp, mp'; m,., m,.'; m., m.')ompmp•Om,.m,•Om.m,•

memt/mpmp'mn.mn'

Since the summation over mp=mp1 and m,.=mn' gives u=t=O and therefore J=O, which has the consequence
m.=m.', the direction of the electron polarization is given by its direction of motion and has the value

P= +1 LKBo1 •1 (K, K; J,J.;)
YJ LKBoO.O(K, K; h J;)'
(c) For the fJ..oy angular correlation function

(D3)
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(d) For the (3 circularly polarized -y-angular correlation function
1

W(O ) (2J
6'Y

+ 1)
1.

L

mpmplm 6mt/mnrnn/'f

~m,m,'~mnmn'rp(mp, mp'; mn, mn'; m., m.') Xp'Y(mp, mp'; T)

or

Pcirc(O."~) =W(1(}e"f ) 2 J32f +1r 1KKI).}.I
L fJx~>.'B/· 0 (K, K';
.T

J" J;)F/· 0 (K, K'; J" J;)

dd

·F1 0,J(>.., >..'; Jff, J 1) ( - )K+K'+JP1 (0.'Y).

(DS)

(e) For the angular correlation between the polarization of the {3's and subsequently emitted 'Y rays:
This correlation function has three components corresponding to the three possible directions of the polarization
vector of the negatons. If we choose the direction of propagation of the electrons as quantization axis, we obtain

or

• F1° 1 (X, A1 ; J!f, J,) (- )K+K'+u'c(1u' J;

f./-, O)DJ*~'· 0 (0.'Y).

(D6)

Here, f.!-= -1, 0, 1. The longitudinal polarization is, therefore, given by Po, the transverse polarization in the
reaction plane by
Ptll =iv'2(Pl+P-1)
and the polarization perpendicular to the reaction plane by
Pt.L =v'2(P_l- P1).

According to their definition the quantities B;u, 1 are real for u+t- J =even, and imaginary for u+t- J =odd.
(f) For the angular distribution of electrons from oriented nuclei: (O.=angle between axis of alignment and
{3-momentum),

With

it becomes

A(O.) = 167r L hJ(J;) (- )K+K'+JFJ0 •1 (K, K'; h J;)B/· 0(K, K'; h J;)PJ0 (0.).
KKIJ
(g) For the angular distribution of 'Y rays following the (3 decay of oriented nuclei:

(D7)

B(O'Y) = - -1L
amn~mpmp'~mnmn'Om,m,•Jp(mp, mp'; mn, mn'; m., m.')drl.p'Y(mp, mp'; r)
2J i+ 1mpmplmnmn1m6m/T
or, with the same definition of the quantities h1 ( J ;) as above,
B(O"~) =128r

L

KKI}.}.IJ

o"A~"A'Bo0 • 0 (K, K'; J" J;)Fo 1 •1 (K, K'; J" J;)hJ(J;)FJ0 •1 ("A, A.'; Jff, J 1 )

(- )K+K'+J
[ (2J1 1) (2J 1) ]tpJ(O"~).

+

+

(DS)

For the application of these formulas, one should also make use of the relations
(-)K+K'F/· 0 (K, K'; Jh J;)=FJ0 •1 (K, K'; ];, .TJ)=FJ(K, K'; }.,, JJ)

where F 1 (K, K'; J;, .T1 ) is the quantity tabulated in the literature (ALD 57, FE 55); of Table III or IV, and
of Table VI for the quantities FoJJ(K, K'; J,, J,).
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APPENDIX V. CALCULATIONS OF T1IE REDUCED LEPTON MATRIX ELEMENTS. EXPRESSIONS FOR THE
B/s IN TERMS OF REDUCED NUCLEAB. MATRIX
ELEMENTS AND ELECTRON AND NEUTRINO
RADIAL WAVE FUNCTIONS

We now derive an expression for the B/s where
they appear as a simple function of the reduced nuclear
matrix elements involved and the electron and neutrino
radial wave functionsj.(kR), g.(kR) andjt<•l(qR).
For this purpose we first calculate the reduced lepton

matrix elements (j(K.)II(1+1'6) TKL-r llj(Kv) ). These
matrix elements depend on r. According to Eq. (C8a),
they have to be multiplied with the nuclear matrix
elements, also functions of r, and integrated over r.
We use the definition (C6) of the reduced matrix
elements, the definition ( C2b) of the tensor operators
TKJ,y and the definitions (All) and (C4a) of the
negaton and neutrino wave function. A straightforward
application of Racah techniques yields

(47r)!• (j(Ke) II (1 +1'5) TKLy II j(Kv) )=J•• *jt(Kv)GKLy(K,, Kv) +SgKe g., *j z(Kv)GKL-y(- Ke, +Kv)

+f., *jz(- K,)GKL-y(K,, - Kv) +SgK6 g.,*jz(- K,)GKL-y( -K,, - Kv).

(E1)

GKLy(K,, K,) = ( (21'+ 1) (2K + 1) [2l(K.) + 1][2l(K.) + 1][2j(K.) + 1][2j(K.) + 1]}ti1<•.l+L-H•.lc(l(K.), l(K,), L; 00)

. (- )i<•.l-i<•.HZ<•.lXlj:)

:

l(:)j.

j(K,)

!

l(Kv)

(E2)

As a next step, we connect the definition of the reduced nuclear matrix elements with their definition in cartesian
coordinates by means of the formula
(E3)
Table II gives an explicit representation of the relation (E3) for allowed and first-forbidden operators. This
table can be calculated easily by using explicit formulas for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients involved in the definition of the TKL-y, and by using only the 0 component of the operator, which has to be compared with the z
component of the corresponding cartesian operator.
By combining Table II, and Eqs. (C9a), (E1), and (E2), we can express the quantities BJut as a simple bilinear
form in the expressions of the form

fr 2dr[(l, II

CvTcart

fr 2dr[(l, II

II J;)rn=rf.,(r)jz<•v)(r)], etc., and

CA/'5Tcart

II J;)rn=rf.,(r)jz<•v)(r)], etc.

For the most important cases occurring in Eqs. (D2)
to (D8) of Appendix IV, this has been done explicitly
in Table III. The actual calculation of Table III is
quite cumbersome for some of the cases since it involves
the explicit evaluation of the 6j- and 9j- symbols
used in Eqs. (C9a) and (E2).
Since the definition of the B 1 ut involves an infinite
sum over the neutrino and electron spins and momenta,
the following further approximation has been made in
the calculation of Table III:
In the case of allowed transitions, only terms of
zeroth (lowest) power in the neutrino momentum
have been kept, i.e., only terms multiplied by jo(qR),
where we have put jo(qR) = 1. Also the electron spin
has been limited to j,=! or "•= ±1. This is because
Eq. (A15) shows that j., g.""' (kr) [•LZa2l-l.
A similar approximation has been used in the case of
ftrst-forbidden transitions.

The remaining radial integrals do not occur as such
explicitly in Table III. For instance, the expression
I J 1I 2L is supposed to mean

11 u,

r
+I 1u, 11111

11111 J;).gt(kr)r2dr

J;)J-t(kr)r2dr

r

and correspondingly for the other expressions. Since in
this form the radial integrals still contain the dependence on the energy of the electron, further approximations are required to make this dependence explicit.
This is discussed in the next appendix where the various
possible approximations, taking into account screening
and finite nuclear size, are discussed, and the reduction
of the expressions occurring in Table III to a simple form
for various possible approximations is given.
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TABLE VI. Coefficients FoJJ(K, K; J~, J 2) for some important
cases. a Note:
FoJJ(K, K; J,, h)=FoJJ(K, K; J2, J,);

Fo00 (K, K;

h ft)=l.

(1) K =0, FoJJ (0, 0; J, J.) =BJ1J2 (2J +1)i
(2) K = 1, J, is an integer.

~

r

1

2

3

4

1

0

0

0

1

1

+0.866

-1.118

0

0

+1.500

+1.323

0

2

2

+1.443

+1.118

0

3

2

+1.633

+1.852

+1. 732

3

3

+1.588

+1.677

+1.323

+0.500

4

3

+1.677

+2.023

+2.141

+2.044

2

0

0

0

Therefore, one expands the functions f, and g. into
powers of rand keeps only the first term. This way the
energy dependence becomes explicit.
The power-series expansion of j. and g. was given in
Appendix I for the case of a point nucleus. In many
applications, this is a bad approximation to the actual
wave function, which corresponds to an extended
nuclear charge distribution, and which is also influenced
by the fact that the outgoing electron sees a screened
nuclear charge distribution once its distance from the
nucleus becomes as large as a few Bohr radii.
This appendix describes the various approximations
used in the literature.

4

4

+1.645

+1.901

+1.852

+1.500

5

4

+1.697

+2.101

+2.325

+2.393

A. Konopinski-Uhlenbeck Approximation (KON 41)
One uses the wave functions for a point nucleus as
given in Appendix I, and expands them and the expressions L., M., etc., occurring in Table III in powers
of r, keeping only the first term in the expansion.
According to Eq. (A15), this first term is proportional
to (kr)"~-\ where 'Y= [K2- (Za)2]i

5

5

+1.674

+2.012

+2.117

+2.000

j., U"'(kr)-r-1+higher powers.

'6

5

+1.708

+2.142

+2.424

+2.580

This r-dependent factor actually is part of the nuclear
matrix elements because we have to integrate over r.
Therefore, one would arrive at expressions of the form

-2.000
+1.254

(3) K = 1, J, is a half integer.
1/2 1/2

-0.577

0

0

0

3/2 1/2

+1.291

0

0

0

3/2 3/2

+1.270

+0.447

-1.587

0

5/2 3/2

+1.587

+1.673

+1.296

0

5/2 5/2

+1.534

+1.469

+0.832

-0.429

7/2 5/2

+1.660

+1.956

+1.982

+1.741

7/2 7/2

+1.622

+1.810

+1.638

+1.095

9/2 7/2

+1.689

+2.068

+2.248

+2.248

9/2 9/2

+1.662

+1.965

+2.004

+1.788

11/2 9/2

+1. 703

+2.124

+2.381

+2.500

(4) When K=2, in case it should ever be needed, F is
given by
FoJJ(3, 2; J,, J2) = (- )-J+J,+J2

• [(2J +1) (2ft+!) (2J.+1) Ji
·W(J,J2 J,J2; 2J).
a ForK =0, F as defined in (C9c) is actually zero. Therefore, we have changed
the definition so that the productFoJJ (K, K;Jf, J;) Booo(K,K;Jf, J;) has the
right value.

With the help of Eqs. (D2) to (D8), Table III, and
the tabulated values for the coefficients FJ"', we can
now write all the measurable quantities as functions
of the reduced nuclear matrix elements.
APPENDIX VI. KONOPINSKI-UHLENBECK
APPROXIMATION. INFLUENCE OF SCREENING
AND FINITE NUCLEAR SIZE

The expressions derived in Appendix V do not show
their dependence on the energy of the beta particle.

(Fl)

(F2)
etc., for allowed, and at corresponding expressions for
forbidden transitions. The usual approximation consists
of writing

j r-r- dT= R"~-1/ ldT; j dr-r- dT= R-r- j ddT,
1

1

1

(F3)

etc. Here, R denotes the nuclear radius, and R"~-1 is
subsumed into the Fermi function F(Z, E), whichbeing obtained from a bilinear expression in the matrix
elements-contains a factor R 2n-2, where 'YI =
[1- (Za) 2]i. This procedure together with the approximation [1-(Za) 2]l=1-!{Za) 2 and a similar approximation for the r function forms the basic assumption
of the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck approximation, with the
help of which all the expressions in Table IV can be
obtained from the expressions in Table III. Values for
the Fermi function F(Z, E) and related quantities
have been tabulated in the point nucleus approximation
by various authors (DA 51; FA 52; LA 54; MAC 52;
MOS 51; WA 59). In particular, Kotani and Ross
(KOT 59a) give a fairly complete tabulation of the
relevant functions for first-forbidden decay, without
making the approximation (Za) 2«1. It turns out, that
the changes due to Coulomb corrections may become
quite appreciable. One has to realize that [1- (Za) 2]L
1<0, and that, therefore, for K= ± 1 the functions j., g.
are actually infinite at the center of the nucleus. By
application of Eqs. (P3) this difficulty h~~s been
circumvented.
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B. Finite Nuclear Size Effects and Screening
With a smeared-out nuclear charge distribution, such
a difficulty does not exist any more, since all functions
j., g. are regular in the origin. One still uses the same
scheme, however; that is, one expands the functions
j., g. into powers of r and takes the leading term. (The
variation of the wave function over the nuclear volume
is very small.) Then one applies Eq. (F3) or equations
similar in spirit, and obtains the explicit energy dependence of the measurable quantities. This method of
using only the terms of lowest order in r seems generally
justified. It is done in the spirit of the "forbiddenness
approximation," where higher powers in (kr) correspond to a higher degree of forbiddenness, and correspond to the neglect of retardation terms in the
electromagnetic case. It has been pointed out, however,
that there might be cases as, for example, in RaE,
where-due to a cancellation of the leading terms-this
approximation breaks down, and one has to take into
account terms of the type neglected here (YA 53d; see
also Sec. 7, RaE). These terms might be called "finite
size terms" in contrast to genuine "third-orderforbidden" corrections. In the following, we discuss
only the leading terms in (kr).
Therefore, we want the leading term in the powerseries expansion of F.=rj., G.=rg., where F. and G.
obey the Eqs. (A14)
K

d/drF.= --F.+(E+l- V)G.,
r
K

d/drG.=- (E-1- V)F.+-G.,
r

(F4)

as in Appendix I. Here, V is no longer the Coulomb
potential -Ze2/r but a modified potential taking into
account finite nuclear size and screening. This problem
has been treated by various authors (BEN 58; BR 58,
DO 56; DZ 56; GE 58c; LO 49a, LO 49b, LO 49c;
KOT 58b; MAL 51, MAL 52; NA 54; RO 51, RO 53a,
RO 53b; Y A 53b, YA 53d; ZY 56) ; for numerical
values, see also (SL 56) .12 We give a brief outline of the
procedures and results.
We first consider the effects of screening: because of
screening, the potential V(r) becomes zero outside the
atom (this causes the logarithmic phase shifts in
Appendix I to disappear) . Inside the atom, the potential
tends towards zero faster than in the point-nucleus
case without screening. Inside the nucleus, the potential
is essentially unchanged. Since we are interested only
in the behavior of the wave functions inside the nucleus,
screening therefore leaves only one effect; it changes the
normalization of the wave functions by a few percent
at low energies, and has hardly any effect at all at
higher energies ("screening factor").
12 According to the appendix of Biihring (BU 59), there is an
error in these tables. Since the tables were not available, however,
the present author was not able to check this statement.
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The "finite size effect," i.e., the change of the first
terms in the power-series expansion off. and g., becomes
less important with increasing K and decreasing Z; in
fact, according to Rose and Holmes (RO 51), it can
be neglected altogether for z:=:;60 and I K 1~3.
The effect of a change of the potential in Eq. (F4) on
the wave functions F and G can be discussed according
to Rose and Holmes (RO 51): The shape of F. and G.
is determined by the orbital angular momentum l(K)
and by the shape of the potential V(r). A formal
solution of the Eqs. (F4) can be obtained by integration
if limr~o(rV) =0, one has

F.=r-{ Ct+ f 0r"(E+1- V)G.dr].
G.=r{ C2+ fr-•( -E+l+ V)F.dr],

(F5)

and for solutions regular in the origin, Ct=O for K>O,
C2=0 for K<O.
This shows, that for K>O, F. is sensitive to changes
in the potential in the first order, whereas the leading
term in G. is determined by r•C2, and therefore determined by the angular momentum. Of course, also C2
is subject to change (the potential corresponding to
finite nuclear size is less attractive inside the nucleus
than a point-nucleus Coulomb potential, and therefore
a smaller fraction of the wave function is inside the
nuclear volume), but this change is very slight and of
higher order in the change of potential. The opposite is
true for K<O, and the conclusion is that quantities depending on f. for K>O and on g. for K<O will be most
strongly influenced. Tables III and IV show that the
changes in spectrum, for example, for the ~ approximation and the unique forbidden transitions are small; the
strongest influence is to be expected for the other
transitions-the ones, in fact, in which we are mainly
interested.
The order of magnitude of the changes depends, of
course, on the energy W as well as on Z. For the
spectrum, the changes turn out to become as large as
20%; they are, however, fairly insensitive to a change
in energy, which preserves, for example, the character
of an allowed spectrum. However, in evaluating log-ft
values, such effects have to be included.
APPENDIX VII. HOW TO CHANGE FORMULAS
FOR CASES OF ORBITAL ELECTRON
CAPTURE AND POSITRON DECAY

We now derive the rules for how to change the
formulas for orbital electron capture and (:3+ emission.
We start with orbital electron capture and remember
that-opposite to the case of {3- emission-a neutrino
(not an antineutrino) is liberated and an electron
destroyed. That means, that for this process the
hermitian conjugate of the operator for {3- emission is
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responsible

which destroys an antineutrino, we recall that the
charge conjugation operator C has the following
properties:

Ho.c. = (Hr )+=:= [(lfp/'4/',.( Cv- CA'Yo)!f,.]
·[!f. *'Y4'Y,.(1 +'Y•)!f,]+= [!f,.*( Cv- CA'Y5h,.'Y41fp]
•[lf,*(1+'Y6)'Y,.y4!feJ.

We rewrite this operator in such a way that it resembles
Hr in the following sense: It is obtained from Hrr by
making natural replacements corresponding to the
transition from {J- emission to the orbital electron
capture, namely replacing the neutron by the proton
wave function and vice versa and the electron by the
neutrino function and vice versa. It is clear that this
is the proper replacement, since
emission is described
by the reaction
(G2a)
v+n-7p+,a-

rr

and orbital electron capture by

p+,a--7v+n.
Now, Eq. (G1) becomes

(G2b)

that is, it has exactly the form of Hr if one makes the
replacements indicated by Eqs. (G2a) and (G2b). In
the language of parity conserving and nonconserving
coupling constants this means CA-7CA, Cv-7Cv,
CA'-7CA', Cv'-7Cv', or-none of our formulas has to
be changed (except that we have to use the right
energy and bound state wave function for the captured
electron; for the case of K capture there is only a contribution from the bound state wave function x= 1, etc.)
[see (BR 58)].
For the case of (J+ emission, we proceed similarly,
except that here the proper replacement is: Proton
wave function is replaced by neutron wave function
and vice versa, electron wave function is replaced by
positron wave function, and neutrino wave function is
replaced by antineutrino wave function. This holds
true because the reaction can be described by
(G4)
Again we have to use the hermitian conjugate of the
,a--emission operator. Since here, however, some of the
coupling constants will change, we prefer to write
things somewhat more explicitly:
HfJ+= (Hr)+= { (!fp*/'4'Y,.!fn)[!f.*'Y4'Y,.(Cv+Cv''Y•).P.]

( GS)

This is equal to

and T means "transposed,"
(G7)

Cf.( -E, Z) =f•*(E, -Z),
Cf.( +E) =if;;;*( -E).
Inserting C*C= 1 in front of .p., and using Eq. (G7),
Hp+ takes the form
H(J+= (f,.*1'4/',.!fp) [Yr.*'Y4'Y,.( Cv- Cv''Y•)l/1;;]

(G8)

This means that in the case of positron decay the
following replacements have to be made:

Cv-7Cv

Cv'--7-Cv'
(G9)

Since we have not written our results in terms of the
primed and unprimed coupling constants, the following
rule holds: In quantities which are not due to parity
nonconservation, i.e., spectrum shape, {J-y angular
correlation, etc., no interference terms between unprimed and primed coupling constants enter. Here,
therefore, the rule Cv-7Cv, CA--7-CA, Z--7-Z, holds.
Quantities which are due to parity nonconservation,
such as electron polarization, {J circularly polarized
y-angular correlation, etc., depend always on either one
of the interference terms CvCv', CACA', CvCA' or
CACv'. Therefore, the rule is here: Quantities proportional to Cv or CA2 change sign, quantities proportional to CvCA remain unchanged, and Z must be
replaced by -z. This can be interpreted very easily:
Whereas for {r emission the right coupling is given by
V- A, for fJ+ emission this coupling reads V +A, and
the spins of the {J- and (J+ particles have opposite
direction.
APPENDIX VIII. SOME DEFINITIONS

We define the spherical harmonics in the usual way:
For m=l, l-1, · · ·, 0 we put (EL 57)
. (-) l+m[(2l+1) (l-m)

!]! .

Yr=e'm~" ( 2l) !! ~ (l+m)! (smo)m

Hp+= (!fn *1'4/'p.!fp) [!f.*'Y4'Y,.( Cv+Cv''Y•)f.]

+ (!fn *'Y4'YP.'YWP) [f. *1'4/'p.'Yo( CA +CA1'Yo)f.].

C*Ty?=y;C*, where i= 1, 2, 3,

+ (!f,. *'Y4'Yf.I'Y5!fp) [1/r.*'¥4/',./'5(- CA +CA1'Y5)1/1;;].

Ho.c. = [!f,. *'Y4'Y,.( Cv- CA'Y5)!fp][!f, *'Y4'Y,.(1+'Y5)!f.];
(G3)

+ (!fp */'4/'p./'o!fn) [!f.*1'4/',.'Yo( CA +CA 1'Yo)!f,]}+.

CC*=1,

(G1)

(G6)

In order to replace the wave function f., which destroys
an electron, by Yr.*, the wave function which creates a
positron, and lf,*, which creates a neutrino, by if;;;,

dl+m

---(sin0) 21 •

d(cosO)l+m

(H1)

Form= -1, · · ·, -l, we have Yr= (- )mYz*-m (H1a)
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The spherical harmonics transform under rotations
according cq the formula
Y.m(!J', rp') = LDt~'m(8;) Y.~'(!J, rp),
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Finally the D functions fulfill the relationships
Ditm!MJ(8;)Dhm•p,•(8;) = L_c(j1,j2, 1; m1, m2)
J

(H2)

p,

where 8; are the Euler angles of the rotation. Particularly, we have

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are defined as in
Condon and Shortley, (CO 35); the theorem by
Clebsch and Gordan takes the form
1f'itm1if/hm2 = L_c(jd2j; m1m2)1f/r 1+mz

(H4)

and
Our 'Y matrices and Dirac equation are defined in the
following way:

o'}' 6 = a, [a, ,8]=2a{3, [o, 'Yo]=O=[o, ,8]

')";= -i,Ba;; i= 1, 2, 3; '}'4= -,8; 'Yo='Yl''Y2''Ya''YJ·
(H11)

j

if lfl spans the irreducible representation of degree
2j+1 of the rotational group.
The Wigner 3-j coefficients are related to the ClebschGordan coefficients by (EL 57)

c( jtj2ja; ml, 1112) =

Since we use the Dirac equation in the form

H =- ap-,Bm=iajat
we can introduce the operator

aJ.I= {ajax;, aja(it) l

( - )h-J2+ml+mz[2j3+ l]t

(HS)

L

[(2j+ 1) (2j' + 1) ]~W(jlj2j4j3;j, j') =

m1m2m3m41nm/

(H6)
They are related to the Wigner 6-j symbol by (EL 57)

W(j1,j2,j4,j3;j,j')

= ( - )h+h+htj

~1 ~2 ·~,)·

l]3

]4

(H7)

J

The 6-j symbol has the following symmetry properties:
Any two columns may be interchanged without
changing its value, and any two elements of the top
row may be interchanged with those directly beneath
them without interchanging its value.
The 9-j symbol is defined by
a j

d h
g c

:r(j1

. Ja
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x)le
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